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ABSTRACT

This is a study o f passive and clim ate responsive architecture applied to commercial
buildings. Commercial buildings -including ofBces, educational facilities, civic and
govermnental buildings, health care and retail businesses- play an important role in the
US energy use picture. In an attem pt to be more environmentally sensitive and to
preserve our natural recourses the US government and the private sector have long been
involved in an effort to reduce energy consumption and our dependency on non
renewable energy in new buildings through energy conservation and innovative passive
solar strategies as an alternative to the energy wasting buildings that exist all around us.
This alternative approach emphasizes the use o f simple technology to take advantage o f
the onsite energy available from the natural environment in combination with the
architecture, rather than relying on mechanical components to heat, cool and light our
buildings.

This study reviewed a number o f buildings that are considered to be on the leading edge
o f passive and low energy technology and examines the passive solar and energy
conserving features. As part o f the effort to better understand the activities in passive
solar us% e and to encourage a w ider use o f climate responsive architecture the
performance o f these buildings have been evaluated. Each project was examined in terms
o f reduction o f energy costs, energy use and construction costs as compared to a
comparable non-passive building. Some o f the general trends found in these buildings
are described as well as actual energy consumption and initial construction cost data to
indicate cost effectiveness of energy features in various climate conditions.

lU
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The functions o f buildings and their design have evolved over the centuries to
meet the changing needs o f socie^. They have gone from simple structures that provide
shelter and protection from the elements, to giant symbols o f corporate and personal
power and wealth. As this century comes to an end people have recognized the
importance o f om environment and the urgency to protect it's natural resources. To do
so, building designers and owners are finding that buildings must also become more
energy efficient, to protect the environment and it's shrinking resources. Energy efficient
buildings are a timely solution during this period o f shrinking supplies and rising prices,
while passive systems have the ability to significantly reduce the energy needs o f our
buildings.
Energy conservation becomes an even more important option due to the fact that it
does not depend upon the discovery or consumption o f new resources or energy supplies.
Conservation would also alleviate the pressure to invent new processes because passive
solar systems use elements o f the building to collect, store and distribute energy. Passive
solar design attempts to maximize the benefits o f our environmental resources while
minimizing our dependence on fossil fuels and mechanical equipment. This is
accomplished by selectively integrating parts o f the building to a part o f the environment
that will best transfer the appropriate energy required at the desired time. In fact, the
process and the knowledge are already here. The past two decades have produced large
amounts o f research in the area o f solar energy and passive design.

I
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Now our aim should be to find the most effective ways in which to apply it to
conserve the greatest amount o f energy. The large amount o f energy consumption in
commercial buildings is an area in which energy conservation efforts can lead to
substantial energy savings.
Today the typical annual energy cost for a commercial building is between $ 1.00$2.00 per square foot, but by incorporating energy-conscious design features, you can
bring these costs down to between $.50-$.60 per square foot (ASES 1). By using proper
design decisions and careful orchestration o f techniques, buildings are able to take
advantage o f natural processes o f convection, conduction, and radiation with little or no
assistance from pumps or fans.
Some o f the specific techniques implemented are; the reduction o f uimecessary
lighting levels, careful attention to orientation, heat transfer through walls and windows,
the use o f building mass for thermal storage, proper ventilation, the proper use o f
landscaping and landscaping materials for shading, proper design o f HVAC systems and
their controls, and the use of proper glazing.
Architects can and should play a major role in providing more energy efficient
buildings, while setting a standard for others to follow with passive and low energy
architectural design. It is not to late to begin, even some o f the great master architects
had to be persuaded to become energy conscious designers. Le Corbusier learned a
valuable lesson in 1928 when he received a commission for a house in Tunisian. The
house would be for a local building materials merchant who knew the North African
climate in which he lived very well and specifically insisted on having porches and
shaded windows. Le Corbusiers submitted to the client four international style schemes,
each having large unprotected windows. Finally, with the last rejection, the client mailed
a forceful letter with his own suggestions o f deep porches on three sides. The complete
design came very close to the client's scheme. Thereafter, Le Corbusier's designs became
increasingly dependent on "bris soleil" - sun breakers - as well as porches.
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Hence, he became the first o f the "modem masters" to develop a vocabulary o f
architectural responses to climate (Cook 1991 10).

Problem Statement and Research Purpose
The purpose o f this research is to examine how well climate-responsive
commercial buildings actually work. This study will examine whether these buildings
save money, what design strategies woric best for what climate, what are the major design
strategies for the various climates, and at what additional cost if any.
Analysis will be based on case studies o f actual buildings in use, which provides a
adequate data base for evaluating design, cost, and performance o f new and retrofit
climate and energy responsive, commercial buildings.
By understanding the strategies and lessons learned through the buildings studied,
the same approaches can be applied to new design problems. These lessons should lead
to a better understanding o f how to effectively integrate cost affective strategies for
passive heating, cooling, and lighting o f a commercial building project Examples o f
buildings with heating, cooling and lighting systems integrated with each other, as well
as it's and mechanical and lighting systems are provided as a reference for new projects.

Research Hypotheses
This research is intended to provide information about this basic hypotheses;
Most commercial buildings that integrate energy conservation and passive
solar design with the mechanical and electrical systems can reduce the
buildings annual operating costs by lowering it's energy requirements , and
be built for about the same initial cost as a conventional design.
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To test these hypotheses, infonnation will be gathered and analyzed to conduct a
background study that;
Identifies trends in conservation and solar design strategies
for commercial buildings built between 1981 and 1983.
Assesses the actual energy performance o f commercial
buildings against non-passive buildings.
Examines the cost impact o f energy conscious design on
building construction costs.
This study will include a trend analysis o f energy conserving design features,
based on a broad overview o f energy efficient buildings constructed between 1981 and
1983. Based on performance and cost/energy data from those buildings. Guidelines have
been established for the design o f energy-efficient passive solar buildings for commercial
use based on this research and analysis o f the case study building.

Definitions o f Terms
For the purpose o f this study, passive solar design and energy efficient buildings
are used together to describe the building in this research. These terms can be separated
to describe different aspects o f the building strategies; however the buildings studied all
use a combination o f the two energy reducing schemes. Because the integration o f the
two has provided the most successful results, they are usually used together when trying
to maximize savings and reduce energy consumption. Passive solar energy refers to the
process o f heat transfer which occurs naturally without the aid of pumps, fans, or other
mechanical devices. The sun’s energy uses natural forces o f radiation, conduction, and
convection to heat and/or cool the building. Passive solar design utilizes the architectural
features o f the building as a means of collecting and storing energy. These features
include orientation o f the building and glazing, the building mass, building fenestration
for shade, and proper layout for natural ventilation.
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Passive solar techniques are usually associated with heating, but heating is not the
only part o f the passive solution. Passive cooling and daylighting are important
techniques that are included in passive strategies. Thoughtful integration o f these three
strategies used in conjunction with conventional heating, cooling, lighting, and an energy
efficient system result in the most comfortable, energy-thrift buildings.
The term “climate-responsive” is used in the study and is meant to include those
buildings that incorporate passive solar and energy efficient plans appropriately
implemented to meet the needs o f the particular climate. Because o f the number o f terms
used in this study that might need definition, a glossary o f additional terms and meanings
is provided in the appendix.

Justification o f Study
This study is intended to encourage owners and design professionals to choose
passive solar and energy conservation as an alternative to conventional non passive
buildings by illustrating that energy-efficient, passive solar designs can save energy and
money with little or no increased construction costs. A broad overview o f successful
passive solar energy efficient buildings will be provided. Their performance will be
analyzed in terms o f cost, energy consumption, and function.
The energy crisis o f the 70’s is a grim reminder o f how fi-agile our energy supply
and costs can be. By utilizing solar and energy efficient features in our buildings today,
we protect ourselves against future shortages and rising prices. The environmental
burdens posed by the use o f conventional fuels can be eased by using the earth’s natural
energy to warm, cool, and light our buildings.
In conjtmction with this study, a comprehensive design project has been
undertaken o f a passive so lar, energy efficient commercial building in partial fulfillment
o f the degree requirements. The analysis o f this study will be applied to the design
project in terms o f design, construction costs, energy use, and occupant satisfaction.
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By analyzing the designs and the performance o f the case study buildings, the
most successful approaches can be applied and lessons learned from the less successful
ones. Good passive solar design must conform to the environment o f its site. Therefore,
appropriate strategies for a building must be established based on guidelines formulated
to the climate that corresponds to the one you are designing for. Temperature, wind,
humidity, insolation, and precipitation are aspects o f climate that should influence design
strategies. An analysis o f the local climate conditions will suggest which design features
are appropriate for use in the climate you are designing for since buildings in different
regions will have different shapes, materials, and envelope characteristics (Hirst et al.
22). The elements o f this research and design project are integrated together into a single
unified design project intended to use regional guidelines established on the analysis o f
case study buildings designed in context with their climate.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The subject of solar energy and its related topics have been studied extensively.
Prior to the oil embargo in late 1973, and the so called “energy crisis” that followed, the
word “solar” was nearly nonexistent in the construction industry. During this time our
country was forced to look at alternative energy sources. Scientists have predicted that
fifty years firom now we will not have the fossil fuel energy to economically heat, cool, or
light today’s buildings. As a result, government and independent researchers have made
an effort to develop solar energy as an alternate source to fossil fuels. During this time
engineers were the ones that were mostly involved with solar research because it was
more feasible for them to deal with it than it was for architects or builders. The
reluctance o f the construction industry to participate in federal programs was recognized
early by most governmental agencies involved in solar work. Most federal solar research
programs focus on the development o f high-performance technology. Therefore, the
construction industry was left with the task o f integrating this technology into buildings.
Soon the architectural profession would become involved in an indispensable way by
helping to integrate solar concepts into the building design. Architects also saw the need
for proper siting and orientation o f the buildings.
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As the 1970’s proceeded, energy conscious professionals such as Jeffrey Cook,
Bruce Anderson, and Farrington Daniels discovered that the energy consumption o f large
modem, glass buildings could be reduced to some extent by modification o f the walls and
roof in response to clim ate. They experimented with window orientation and shading,
double glazing, insulation, natural lighting techniques, and passive and active solar
techniques.

Solar Energy Research History
The oil embargo o f 1973 resulted in the federal government spending more than
half a million dollars in the next decade on solar research. The majority o f this money
went to the scientific and engineering research community, not planners, architects, or
building engineers (Anderson 6). In the early beginnings o f solar research the priority
was on high performance technology, which did not fit into the market’s needs o f
simplicity, cost effectiveness, and appearance. Early programs fimded by the Department
o f Housing and Urban Development included few homes with passive features, (86 out o f
11,915 houses) according to the Government Accounting Office (Anderson 6). Due to
the successful nature o f these passive projects, more programs were funded using passive
techniques.
Anderson stated that “In the second half o f the decade, as experience was gained
from numerous mistakes and successes, energy design research evolved into three
predominant areas: the so called ‘active’ system approach; ‘passive’ building design; and
energy efficiency and conservation” (1990,6). The federal government along with
engineers and manufacturing communities tended to support the active system approach.
Anderson states that the construction trades and the general public supported energy
efficiency while architects and other building design professionals favored the passive
approach (1990,6). The term “hybrid system” was given to those techniques that used a
combination o f active and passive strategies. This middle ground proved to be the norm
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o f good design. Still the DOE continued to separate these research activities with their
own program directors “and each technology tended to become an end in itself, instead
o f a means o f achieving affordable, low-energy building designs (Anderson 1990 7). The
integration o f these technologies has ultimately been left up to the architects and private
sector. Despite this, there has been a number o f buildings built with passive design and
energy efficient strategies integrated successfully. Private sector architects and engineers
have been able to meet this challenge and it is these buildings that will be analyzed in this
study.

Progress in Solar Architecture
Design competitions have played a significant role in fostering interest and
progress in passive solar commercial buildings. The First Passive Solar Design Award
Competition of 1980 (Cook, 1984 a,b) and the Second Passive Solar Design Awards
Competition o f 1982 revealed rapid and substantial progress in the ability o f design
professionals to integrate sound energy design techniques into good building design.
Solar heated residences in cold climates dominated the first competition, yet three years
later, large commercial buildings and cooling were included, demonstrating increased
design sophistication (Anderson 16). To achieve overall design success, commercial
buildings would require substantially more engineering and coordination o f energy
systems than residential buildings. Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates were among
the leaders in balancing the engineering o f innovative energy systems with architectural
design (Anderson 21). In passive design the role o f the architect is more central than it
would be for an active system. Conceptually, active systems are load suppliers while
passive systems are thought o f as load modifiers because they change the building’s
essential need for heating, cooling, and lighting rather than merely providing an
alternative supply o f heat Energy efficient design concepts are also load modifiers which
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is why they become integrated into one design concept for many commercial buildings.
Solar Research in Commercial Buildings
The U.S. Department o f Energy (DOE), has taken a leading role in the research o f
energy efficient designs. It has sponsored many programs aimed at reducing energy use
in commercial buildings both new and existing. One o f the m ost significant programs
sponsored by the DOE involving passive solar design began in 1979. The program
encouraged passive solar applications in building through cooperative agreements with
building owners and developers. The program involved three phases o f implementation:
design, construction, and evaluation o f a diverse set o f passive solar commercial
buildings. The study was meant to investigate the potential o f passive solar technologies
that could reduce the heating, lighting, and cooling requirements o f commercial
buildings.
As part o f this program twenty-two buildings were constructed throughout the
U.S. and were evaluated on the use o f their passive solar heating, cooling, daylighting and
energy conserving techniques. In addition, each building’s energy use was recorded
along with building use patterns and occupant responses. The DOE study produced
numerous follow up studies and a large amount o f valuable data in the field o f climateresponsive commercial building. Min Kantrowitz followed up the study that summarized
her findings o f her post-occupancy evaluations. This study found that passive solar
features were well liked, but easily foiled (Zimring 118). According to Sital Daryanani,
the use o f passive solar energy concepts applied to commercial building has gone from an
experimental stage to virtually the common-place (Daryaanani/Lull 104).
One o f the first major breakthroughs for energy efficiency in buildings was made
by the General Services Administration (GSA) which sponsored a demonstration project.
The project proved that commercial buildings could be designed to consume about
65,000 Btu/sq. ft./year (Syska and Hennessy 69). During that time the Department o f
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Energy Performance standards called for an energy consumption level o f about 40,000
Btu/sq. ftVyear. Syska notes that
although "the implementation o f the then proposed Building Energy Performance
Standards (BEPS) has been delayed, the awareness that GSA and BEPS have created
among design professionals, as well as the public at large, has led to the development o f
building designs which achieve energy savings far beyond the BEPS numbers” (Syska
and Hennessy 69).

Current State o f Passive Solar Building Design
Early award programs that recognized and rewarded energy efficient buildings
such as the Owens Coming Fiberglass Competition, have ceased to ex ist The last few
years have brought a renewed interest in energy-conservation. Some o f this interest has
been spurred by the awareness o f the environment and a effort to protect it's
nonrenewable resources. New award competitions have emerged that encourage energyefficient design, like the “Building Excellence in the Northwest” awards program
sponsored by the Bonneville Power administration. Before the advent o f the fluorescent
lamp, daylighting was well understood and used frequently. Once again good daylighting
design is at the forefront in building design because it is essential to good architecture and
it makes good energy sense. Natural daylighting has become a popular and efficient way
o f conserving energy through reduced heating loads. Sufficient lighting levels provided
by natural daylight brought into the building reduces the need for artificial light. When
artificial lights are not used, not only is there a savings on the energy that would be used
to power the lights, but the building's overall heating load is reduced to since 75 to 90%
o f the energy used by an incandescent lamp is given off as heat (M iller 6 ). A study by
Syska and Hennessy found that, on a average lighting contributes about 45% o f the
energy usage in a commercial building (Syska Hennessy 70). Integration is an important
part o f daylighting strategies or energy may not be saved. Daryanani notes that
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daylighting concepts can only save as much energy as its photocell control or dim m ing
system allows (Daryanani/LuU 104). If lights are not properly dimmed or shut off, then
there is no reduction in energy or heat load. Thus effective daylighting strategies must be
combined with proper control systems for m axim um results.
The social, political, economic, and energy climate o f the 1970’s changed in the
1980’s and the momentum o f solar building design was slowed. The federal solar
research budget was cut in the 1980’s as energy prices declined and the economy and
construction industry fell into a recession. As the decade unfolded, energy became less o f
a concern in building design, and the frequency with which energy-efficient techniques
were used in buildings declined. Designers who continued to be energy efficient minded,
became even more proficient in the design integration process. The resulting buildings
were more energy efficient while energy elements were integrated into the overall design
more successfully. Building designers understood the importance o f the visual
appearance o f solar buildings to be accepted by the general public. According to
Anderson, buildings could have been designed to use considerable less energy, but energy
techniques were no longer being pushed to their limits (Anderson 34). Anderson also
suggests that additional research and continued advancement be made in the field o f solar
architecture and planning (Anderson 34).

Significant Passive Solar Buildings
Government sponsored programs and design competitions had an impact on
furthering progress in commercial passive solar systems. A small number o f individual
building projects also helped advance the effort to refine energy efficient solutions.
These projects included both owners and design teams who addressed energy
considerations as a primary architectural design determ inant The buildings became
effective prototypes o f energy-conservation and energy responsive solutions. Some o f
these buildings won national awards and received national publicity. The state o f
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California played an important role in the effort to further the advancement and
application o f passive solar systems in commercial buildings. In early 1979, a m ajor
office building construction program was headed by the governor and the state architects
to reduce non-renewable energy use through the application o f energy conservation and
renewable energy sources. The state played and important leadership part in developing
architectural innovations in passive integrated design systems. Exploratory research and
design were conducted to understand and respond to the energy situation o f each
building. Balcomb has noted that "extensive analysis was performed to define the
climatic conditions, the building energy problem, and the appropriate energy design
response. The resulting architectural forms represented a total integration o f heating,
cooling, ventilation, and lighting needs" (380,381).
A total o f seven large office buildings were designed during the period o f 19791982, four o f these (including the Bateson building) were built in Sacramento, and on
each in Santa Barbara, San Jose, and Long Beach. These state office buildings
established a new paradigm o f office architecture, establishing energy considerations as
being the key determinant o f architectural form. Four buildings are outlined in this
section and were selected as being pivotal in the evolution o f commercial passive system
integration in the United States (Balcomb, p.382).

Bateson State Office Building. Sacramento. California. 1981
The Gregory Bateson State Office Building was the first o f several energy
conscious buildings built by the state architect's office o f California. The Bateson
Building and the others that followed set a standard o f energy efficiency and quality
working environment. After Governor Brown appointed Sim Van der Ryn to the post of
state architect in 1975, a building project was launched stressing energy conscious office
buildings. Van der Ryn set out to design a building that would set an example for energy
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Bateson building Isometric Showing The Various Energy Strategies Used.
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Figure 1 Gregory Bateson State Office Building. Sacramento, California.
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conscious design that would also demonstrate the more "humane" values o f architecture
(Lechner, p.450). The Bateson building has succeeded at meeting these goals by using
70% less energy than a conventional building much o f which is used diving off-peak
hours when electricity is plentiful, and was built at almost the same cost as a conventional
building (Lechner 452).
The 267,000-ft ofiSce building was the first large non-residential building to
consider passive solar design as a primary design determinant (Balcomb 384). The
building employs a large atrium, which is essentially a large interior courtyard with
exposed structural mass. The structural mass absorbs the excess heat put o ff by the
lights, people, and equipment
During the summer months the building takes advantage o f Sacramento's large
diurnal temperature drop to flush out the heat stored in the concrete mass to the cool night
air. The variation between daytime and night temperatures' results from cool ocean
breezes drawn in by the hot daytime temperatures. Early morning temperatures can reach
as low as 58“ F. Up to twelve hours at night and early morning is below 70“ F, low
enough to cool the building and purge the building o f heat collected during the day by the
buildings concrete mass. There are also two 700 ton rockbeds below the atrium floor.
These rockbeds provide additional thermal mass, and combined with the structural mass,
can absorb enough heat to accomplish over 90% o f the building's cooling needs. A
conventional chilled water variable-air-volume system provides the remaining cooling
load (Lechner 451).
Because the Bateson building is an internally dominated building, cooling and not
heating, is the main concern. Therefore, daylighting is important in reducing the cooling
load. The cooling load fiom the sun is also reduced by a combination o f fixed and
adjustable exterior shading devices. A trellis system, for example, provides protection
firom the sun on the building's south face while allowing in low winter sun shine. East
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and west windows use movable exterior roller shades to block early morning and late
afternoon sun. The atrium, although not a conditioned space, acts as a buffer space
protecting the building from hot or cool outdoor temperatures while also bringing in
daylight to some o f the interior spaces and thereby reducing the cooling load from
conventional lighting. The atrium also serves as a circulation and exhaust mechanism.
Cool night air is circulated throughout the building flushing out stored heat o f the
concrete structure and then exhausting it out the Atrium roof with the help o f large fans.
Sacramento’s winter climate is mild, therefore the winter heating load is small and is
handled by the south facing windows and south facing clerestory in the atrium.
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Justice Department Building. Sacrament. California. 1982
This two-story, 300,000 square foot building is known for its iimovative
integration o f advance mechanical, electrical, and control systems. The building has a
horizontal organization that eases work flow and improves user access, but most
importantly, it takes advantage o f the natural climate to flush out the heat firom the high
mass building structure. During the summer, Sacramento's temperature can drop firom a
high afternoon temperature o f 95“ F to a low o f 58“ F morning temperature. These ten to
twelve hours o f sub 70“ temperatures provide cool air to lower the temperature o f the
buildings mass. Cool night air flushes out heat absorbed by the buildings mass and is
recharged with cooler temperatures. A building's mass not only absorbs and stores heat,
but it also absorbs and stores coolth, thus reducing the building's cooling load the rest of
the day. The concrete firame structure, waffle slabs, and exposed concrete shear walls,
provide maximum, thermal mass, while the building's corridors act as giant ducts. After
air is drawn directly into the plenum it is exhausted through the corridors by low speed
propeller fans. The corridors and their clerestory windows also provide natural light for
both floors. Natural light is also provided by roof monitors, high windows, and exterior
courtyards that puncture the building at several points creating a park like town center in
the middle o f the building (Cook 270,271).
High performance lighting is combined with natural daylighting in the open-offlce
layout thus reducing the energy requirement for lighting to about 1.5 watts per square
foot per year. The lighting is controlled by photocell dimmers while heat firom the lights
is extracted with return air. Enthalpy and automatic controls for ventilating the building
and cooling the structural mass are integrated into the system (Balcomb 385). Cook has
noted that through simple ventilation systems, innovative lighting, and effective
mechanical and control systems, the building is projected to use 38,000 BTU/square foot/
year, approximately half the states required performance standard o f 75,000 BTU per
square foot annually (1984 271).
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Energy Concepts, Justice Department Building
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TVA office complex. Chattanooga^ Tennessee^ 1981
This building was highlighted by the very rigorous analyses and testing o f the
energy conservation, passive solar, and daylighting strategies. This project might be best
known for its innovative proposal for a "beam sun lighting” system which used mirrors to
redirect sunlight firom the roof with simplified one-way heliostats. Although the beam
sunlight system never got built as designed, many lessons were learned fiom the testing
and analysis, for it was one o f the first projects to make extensive use o f daylighting
models in studying the lighting performance o f the central atrium and other daylighting
strategies. The 750,000 square foot TVA building concentrated on daylighting as a major
energy saving possibility. The design incorporates an east/west linear atrium which
becomes both a sophisticated architectural space and a good example o f energy
conservation. (R oaf 133,134) New ground was broken in the area o f lighting controls and
HVAC design, as well as atrium design and daylighting concepts (Balcomb 385). See
figure 3.
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TVA OfBce Complex Chattanooga, Tennessee
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Lockheed Company Office Building. Sunnyvale. California. 1983
Daylighting concepts were the major form-giver and energy saving strategy for
this 600,000 square foot office complex. As with the TVA building, the Lockheed
project underwent extensive research and analysis o f energy-saving concepts during the
design process. Daylighting was pursued as a major strategy when studies showed that
an estimated 75% o f the ambient lighting in the open-plan work areas could be provided
by natural daylight, thus eliminating energy for lighting which attributes as much as 60%
o f the energy used by the building. The Lockheed building faces north and south, to take
advantage o f bilateral daylighting o f its open office plan while the east and west facades
are protected firom heat gains and direct sun penetration with banks o f service facilities.
Two central atriums or literiums admit daylight into the building's interior. See figure 4.
Skylights with south facing sloped glass panels diffiise direct daylight and clear vertical
panels admit north skylight, while sloped ceiling helps integrate the foot-candles
gradually into the mid space.
In addition to the atrium, interior and exterior light shelves were a m ajor part of
the daylight strategy. These light shelves coupled with the judicial use o f fluorescent
fixtures for task lighting helped to even out light levels. One other innovative feature
included the sloped ceiling that helped light penetrate deeper into the space. The ceilings
are 14 feet high at the window and slope down to ten feet at the center o f the 90 foot wide
spaces. Advanced lighting controls were also used to assure proper integration o f
daylight and electric light through dimmers. Tests verified that the building's annual
energy savings were at 20,000 BTU per square foot, less than half o f that for a standard
building design o f the same size (Fischer 130). Many o f the lessons learned from the
TVA project were refined, and/or reconfirmed in the Lockheed project.
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Lockheed Building Sunnyvale, California
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Response to Climate
How buildings respond to climate has changed often over the last decade. These
changes have evolved around improved technology in environmental controls and our
views on saving energy. For almost 30 years the standard environmental control solution
used in the United States has been to electrically illuminate, fan ventilate, and thermally
temper w ith mechanical equipment. This method o f conditioning our commercial and
institutional buildings has been the norm for so many years that most billings owners or
designers do not consider more energy efficient alternatives (Toemey et al. 11).
According to Toemey, three fundamentally different solutions have emerged firom
the collective search for energy-responsive commercial buildings (11). Toemey goes on
to categorize these solutions (Figure 5) as a condition between two extremes defined as
the climate-rejecting building and the climate adapted building and the third being a
combination o f the two somewhere between the extremes (12). The purpose o f form and
envelope are distinctly different for both extremes.

ca o
CLMATEADAPTED
BULOMG

C3

COMBMATION

CLWATEREJECTMG
BUUMG

Figure 5 Range O f Possible Building Climatic Response. Source; Toemey
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The climate-rejecting building relies on the standard environmental-controls solution
used in most buildings over the last 30 years. Form and envelope are used to diminish
climate imposed loads while environmental-control strategies are provided by equipment
such as electrical lighting and some form o f HVAC system. Form and envelope are used
for the sole purpose o f providing a barrier between exterior climate and interior
conditioned space (Toemey et al. 12,13).
The climate-adapted building takes advantage o f positive and negative climate
conditions by selectively filtering and balancing these conditions at the building's
envelope to provide environmental control to the interior. Selected climate energy
sources are distributed through the building envelope to heat, cool, ventilate, and light the
occupied spaces.
Three historical buildings are used to illustrate the two extreme solutions types
and a solution that combines elements o f both. The three examples are the Wainwright
Building designed by Louis Sullivan, the Seagram Building designed by Mies van der
Rohe and Philip Johnson, and the Larkin Building designed by Frank Lloyd W right
Toemey uses historical examples in lieu o f contemporary case studies because the basic
design principles and differences are easier to visualize in familiar buildings. Second, the
evolutionary process o f environmental-control systems can be envisioned when placed in
their historical context
The Wainwright Building, designed in 1890, is an example o f a climate-adaptive
building. During the era that it was built, mechanical cooling and humidity control
systems did not exist and while incandescent lighting had just become available it was
useful only as a supplement to natural daylight due to the amount o f heat released firom
its bulbs and the high cost o f electricity. Sullivan's design incorporated a U-shaped plan
that was typical o f that period to accommodate the environmental-control requirements.
The deep notch in the building provides access to daylight and ventilation for all work
areas.
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Figure 6: Wainwright Building. Notch Allows Access To Daylight And Ventilation.
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High ceilings help facilitate natural ventilation and distribution o f daylight through the
many window openings. Operable windows, awnings, and blinds served as control
systems to control ventilation and lighting needs. Sullivan used basic guidelines o f his
time for daylighting. The depth o f the ofSces reflect the rule that "useful daylight on a
cloudy day will be available in a building up to a distance o f 1.5-2 times the height o f the
window head" (Temoey et al. 15).
Climate-adapted buildings are limited in their architectural form by the limits o f
light penetration and natural circulation o f heat and air. This means a narrow form with
plenty o f openings which also increases heating losses during the colder months, Moore
notes that "Infilling the U-shaped would have provided a more efficient envelope (less
relative surface area) for heating purposes, but would have made lighting and cooling
more difficult" (3). These trade-offs are typical o f buildings which use natural energy
sources.
Design principles o f a climate-adapted building are exemplified by the
Wainwright Building and its simple climate balancing principles while demonstrating
that using renewable energy sources is a legitimate alternative to our traditional use o f
nonrenewable energy in commercial building design.
The Seagram Building, designed in 1958, represents the exclusive use o f internal
environmental-control systems in climate-rejecting buildings. This building is an
example o f the other extreme in environmental-controls sealing the climate completely
from the interiors. Because o f low energy costs, advances in fluorescent lighting, and
increased equipment reliability, the internal environmental-control approach became the
standard o f the last 30 years. The Seagram Building is completely dependent on artificial
control systems which allowed it to become much deeper than buildings o f the p ast The
central core o f the building is 70 feet fi'om the perimeter windows, four times greater than
the Wainwright or Larkin Buildings (Moore 3). High ceilings used for daylighting and
ventilation purposes in the Wainwright building, are replaced with lower ceilings and
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deeper spaces between floor and ceiling for mechanical distribution and lighting fixtures.
The volume necessary to heat and cool is reduced but the sealed building holds in the heat
fi’om lights, people, and equipment increasing the cooling loads and need for infiltration
o f fiesh air. The need for a notch like that in the in the Wainwright Building is
eliminated and any direct connection between the interior and exterior spaces, except to
provide a view. Designers are no longer limited to how deep a building is and can design
simpler rectilinear floor plans. The increased building depth reduces the surface to
volume ratio. For the Seagram Building, only 0.3 units o f building skin area were
required to enclose a unit o f gross floor area compared to 0.18 for the Wainwright
Building (Temoey et al. 24).

Figure 7: Seagram's Building, Example O f A Climate Rejecting Building
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This means less o f the building skin area is exposed to the external climate conditions.
Environmental-control systems switched fiom counter acting the outdoor climate
conditions to offsetting the self-imposed internal loads o f a sealed building.
Frank Lloyd Wright's Larkin Building represents a mix o f the two extreme
environmental-control systems mentioned previously. The Larkin Building was built
between the time periods o f the Wainwright and Seagram Buildings. Between the
Wainwright building and 1904 when the Larkin building was designed, new
developments in mechanical systems became available allowing the Larkin Building to
become one o f the first "sealed" buildings that provided all the thermal and ventilation
needs internally by mechanical equipm ent In response to polluted air fiom the nearby
rail yards, mechanical equipment was used to mitigate the effects o f the polluted air.
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F ig u re s Larkin Building.
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CHAPTERS
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose o f this chapter is to provide informatioii on the method o f research
employed to this study. The intent o f this research has been stated in chapter two, the
methods used to complete the study will be outlined in this chapter.
This study entails studying a diverse group o f innovative and thoroughly tested
energy efficient buildings which are compared and analyzed, providing some indication
o f the development in energy efficient design over the past decade. This analysis
provides information on the impact o f the various energy features and design strategies
on energy performance and construction costs o f each building. The intent o f this
analysis is to provide valuable material to help improve the design o f other climate
responsive buildings by presenting some new and useful information about twenty-four
innovative solar buildings. Each building represents an assorted approach to a wide range
o f climate conditions, building types, site conditions, budgets and unique design
constraints and opportunities, providing new information that can be applied to new
designs. The concept o f carefully analyzing the process of design, construction, and
performance o f a building after it is occupied is a method to systematically observe the
successes o f the past and to learn from them.
This research involves analyzing a set o f existing case studies and comparing
them to a base case. The majority o f these case study projects and the subsequent data
come from the DOE's Passive Solar Commercial Building Program and other case studies
done o f award winning building projects. Information used in this study comes from
articles, technical reports and data listed in the case studies.
29
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Pertinent design, construction cost, and energy-use data from all these sources were
reviewed and summarized. Specific information on energy-use, energy costs,
construction costs, specific design features and energy strategies were tabulated and
analyzed. The majority o f case study projects include a base case building, which are
used to compare and analyze results against The study becomes a comparison o f passive
solar building to non-passive or conventional buildings. These conventional buildings
are used as a base case for each corresponding solar building to measure its performance
against.

Case Study Overview
The twenty-four case study buildings used in this study comprise a varied
response to a wide range o f design constraints and opportunities, including different
climate, program, client, budget and site factors. Each design team provided a unique
building design that used passive solar and advanced energy conservation techniques to
meet a significant portion of the heating, cooling, and lighting loads.
Each case study included a design solution that was a unique result o f a particular
combination o f building objectives, occupancy patterns, owner economics, climate, and
other specific factors. Thus each major design decision was described as fully as
possible. In addition, each case study contained a brief summary o f the energy and
building facts pertinent to the design process, and the building’s energy performance data,
some o f which were estimated. Figures given for building cost, energy consumption, and
list o f design strategies are the appropriate items used for this research. Building data o f
each case study is compared to a base case. The base case provided the designers a
standard against which they could evaluate the energy performance o f the solar building.
The base case represented the common practice in the local area and became the basis o f
comparison for the passive building design. For the case studies that are retrofits, the
base case was the existing building before the retrofit
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Description o f Case Studies
The basis o f this research involves a study done by Booz, Allen, and Hamilton
Inc. on energy efficient and passive solar performance trends. W inning entries o f the
Owen Coming Fiberglass Corporation, (OCF), annual competition for architects and
engineers which recognized outstanding energy conserving designs for commercial
buildings, were used as a data source for its analysis. The twenty-four case study
buildings provide a new data source used to extend and add to the base study. The Booz,
Allen, and Hamilton study used OCF entries built or designed between 1972 and 1981.
This study uses buildings built or designed from 1981 through 1983. The following are
the sources for the case studies used in this research study; Passive-Solar Commercial
Building Program. Case Studies. Commercial Building Design: Integrating Climate.
Comfort, and C ost and Award Winning Passive Solar Designs.
Data collected from the case studies include: Total cost o f construction. Annual
energy cost. Site energy consumption, and individual solar or energy conservation
strategies used on each project. The tables in chapters four and five contain the data and
figures collected for the purpose o f supporting the hypothesis.
Certain buildings which might be obvious choices to be included were left out
because o f the lack o f available data on those buildings, and the tim e constraints to gather
that information. Because o f various DOE sponsored research programs in the early
I980’s, an extensive amount o f data on solar buildings was generated. The cast studies
used in this study are therefore buildings from that period. Chapter 6 gives a brief
overview o f 13 o f the 24 case studies projects with digram s and basic design concepts
and energy conservation strategies used The case studies along w ith the design
guidelines in chapter 7 are intended to help in designing better energy efficient building.
Each case study represents an example o f a particular building type in a specific climate
and its unique design solution. The solutions are the result of a combination o f specific
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objectives such as owner economics occupancy patterns and energy performance
expectations o f the design team and owner.

Data Collection Methods
Information required for selecting case studies were as follows: list o f design
strategies, both solar and energy conservation, building cost per square foot, energy
consumption in BTU’s per square foot per year, and general building information such as
building type, square footage, location and date o f completion.
Data collection methods used by the case study authors included manual data
collection, utility bills including meter reading, and computerized data loggers. The type
o f data collected is as follows:
-Inside air temperatures (dry bulb)
-Ambient temperature
-Solar radiation
-Wind speed
-Whole building electrical consumption
-Whole building gas (or other fossil fuel) consumption
- Sub-metered gas (or other fossil fuel)
-Position o f movable devices (insulation)
-Status o f lighting (on/off)
-Occupant surveys
-List o f passive solar related strategies
-List o f energy conservation related strategies
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Data Analysis Techniques
There are three basic techniques used for data analysis: statistical analysis,
engineering analysis, and numerical manipulation. The technique used in analyzing the
data in this research is numerical manipulation which is the most basic level o f data
analysis. It is used to derive totals, averages, maximums, and time o f day when events
occurred. Numerical manipulation is used to understand what happened but not
necessarily why it happened. It is important to understand the difference between
component analysis and whole building analysis. Component performance looks at the
performance o f a specific element without interest in what is happening with the rest o f
the building. Whole building analysis is used in this study to evaluate the building
performance as a whole without concern for individual performance (Balcomb 404).
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CHAPTER 4
ENERGY EFFICIENT DESIGN TRENDS

The twenty-four case study buildings represented a broad sample o f
building types, size, and location. Although the projects cannot be considered ^ ic a l ,
they do provide a particularly relevant history o f innovation and experimentation that
demonstrates the effectiveness o f the state o f passive solar and energy-conservation
today. The majority o f the case study buildings, and the resulting data were the result of
DOE's Passive Solar Commercial Building Program. The resulting buildings are
exemplary energy saving structures. Each building underwent an extensive analysis and
study by experts, and was often modified to optimize performance. Although these
buildings provided a convenient sample o f strategies and guidelines from which to
identify design and performance trends, they carmot be considered as an appropriate data
base for sophisticated analyses. The buildings were not randomly selected and because o f
the sm all sample size o f a select group o f exemplary buildings, they carmot be considered
a direct extrapolation o f the general population o f commercial buildings.
Table 1 is an overview o f the twenty-four case study buildings and summarizes
the projects by location, size, and year o f construction as listed. The main source o f
information came from published articles, technical reports, and case studies composed
by the DOE and other subsequent authors o f the projects studied. Pertinent information
from all these sources were obtained on design, construction cost and energy-use data
which were reviewed and summarized.

34
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To identify the passive energy trends in the twenty-four buildings, a set o f
common definitions o f the energy strategies and design features had to be established.
The energy strategies have been divided into nine general strategies, each being broken
down further into more specific energy design features. These features are shown in table
2 and represent those features that were found to be most commonly used in the twentyfour case study projects, but is not meant to be a total list o f every design feature
imaginable, or employ in any one o f the buildings. Table 3 lists the specific energy
conservation strategies used on each o f the 24 case study buildings. Table 4 is a sim ilar
list showing specific passive solar and utility strategies used by each building.
Energy conservation and solar energy features are listed separately on two
different charts in an attem pt to analyze energy conservation strategies and passive solar
and utility strategies separately. By differentiating energy conservation firom passive
solar strategies, we can determine the m ix o f conservation and solar used in each
building. According to Balcomb, an optimum mix o f conservation and passive solar
strategies can provide maximum savings (Balcomb 193). Thus the proper integration o f
the two is shown to be beneficial and important.

Conservation Trends
The m ost commonly used energy conservation strategy involved improving the
building envelope. As shown in table 3, twenfy o f the 24 projects used some strategy that
modified the building envelope. The m ost common envelope strategy included extra
insulation and shading and/or reflective glass with many utilizing both. Envelope
strategies ranged from controlling infiltration to multiple glazing. A well insulated
envelope was especially important for the Two Rivers School in Alaska which used triple
glazed windows and R-50 insulation in the roof. Sitting/berming was the second most
frequently used category, m ostly due to many o f the projects consideration to orientation
and proper sitting.
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Table 1
General Overview O f Case Study Projects

PROJECT NAME

PROJ.
CODE

LOCATION

SIZE
(SO. FT.)

YEAR
OF
CONST

Two Rivers School

TR

Fairbanks. AK

1 5 ,7 5 0

1982

A b r a m s Primary S c h o ol

AS

B e s s e m e r . AL

2 6 ,5 0 0

1981

C o m m u n ity United M ethodist Church

CU

Columbia, MO

5 ,5 0 0

1981

Bloke Avenue C ollege Center

CO

Glenwood sp. CO

31 ,9 0 0

1981

Mt. Airy Public Library

MA

Mt. Airy, NC

1 5 ,5 0 0

1982

St. Mary’s School Gymnasium

SM

Alexandria, VA.

9,000

1982

Jo h n s o n Control Branch Office

JO

S o it Lake City, UT

1 5 ,0 0 0

1982

P r in c e to n P ro fession al Pork

PP

P r in c e to n . NJ

6 4 ,0 0 0

1981

S e c u r ity S t a t e Bank

SB

Weils MN

11,000

1981

E s s e x —D orsey Senior Center

ED

Baltim ore, MD

1 3 ,0 0 0

1983

S h e lle y Ridge Girl S c o u t Center

SR

Philadelphia, PA

5 ,7 0 0

1981

RPI Visitors Center

RP

Troy, NY

5 ,2 0 0

1981

Gunnison County Airport

GU

Gunnison, CO

9 ,7 0 0

1981

Walker Field Terminal

WF

Grand Junction, CO

5 6 ,7 0 0

Touliatos G reenhouse

TG

M em phis, TN

Trust p h a r m a c y

TP

Grants. New Mexico

3,420

1981

A tlantic C om m unity College

AC

Mays Landing, NJ

1 ,4 7 2 , 0 0 0

1982

S t a t e Office Building

SO

San J o se , CA

1 3 0 ,0 0 0

1983

P rin ceto n School o f Architecture

PA

Princton, NJ

1 3 ,5 8 5

1982

Comal

CM

New Braunfels, TX

4 ,3 0 0

1982

D ea d w o o d Creek C o m m u n ity C en ter

DC

D e adw ood, OR

2 ,5 5 5

1982

Kieffer’s Store

KS

W ausau, W1

3 ,2 0 0

1981

S o u t h w e s t Woodbridge E lem n t.S ch o ol

SW

Irvine, CA

4 3 ,0 0 0

1982

Willow Park C om m u n ity Center

WP

H o u s to n , TX

4 ,1 30

1981

County Mental Health C e n te r
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Table 2
Categories o f Passive Solar Energy Design And
Energy Conservation Strategies
GENERAL STRATEGIES
S itin g /B erm in g

SPECIFIC ENERGY FEATURES
O r i e n t a t i o n , Siting,
— L a n d sca p in g
G e r m in g , Earth c o n t a c t

—

~

E n v e lo p e

P a s s i v e S o la r H e a tin g

M ultiple g la z in g
— E xtra in s u la t io n
—
In filtration c o n tr o l
S h a d in g , r e f l e c t iv e g l a s s

—

D ir e c t g a in
(w a lls or flo o r s )
T r o m b e w a lls
— S u n sp a ce/A triu m
—

N a tural C o olin g

___

-

N a tu r a l v e n tila tio n
N ig h t f lu s h in g
E v a p o r a t io n , r a d ia tio n
d e h u m i d if ic t io n

or

DAYLIGHTING

___

l ig h t i n g

___

Task lig h t i n g
High p e r f o r m a n c e lig h t in g

ACTIVE SOLAR

___

S p a c e h e a t i n g a n d / o r c o o lin g
D o m e s tic w ater h e a tin g

Window s t o t e g i e s ( e x t r a g l a s s , p l a c e m e n t )
— Light s h e l v e s
— C l e r e s t o r i e s , r o o f m o n i t o r s , s k y lig h t s
A t r iu m s , S u n s p o c e s

■

All t y p e s including t i m e
clo c k s, en th alp y, e n e r g y m a n a g e m e n t
s y s t e m s , fa cility a u t o m a t i o n s y s t e m s

CONTROLS

HVAC

H e a t r e c o v e r y . Air—t o —air h e a t e x c h a n g e r s
— H eat p u m p s
— V a riable air v o lu m e d is tr ib u tio n
—
T herm al s t o r a g e
—

Source; Booz Allen & Hamilton II-4
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Table 3
Trends In Energy Conservation Strategies

S itin g /
B erm ing

c
o
"o
PROJECT NAME
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A bram s P rim ary School
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# e
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#
#
• #
•
•

o"o O
© <D <D
cn cc X X X
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#
#

e
e

# •

•
# •
•
•

•

•

#

e

#

#

•
•
#

ll
#

e

•

#
#
#

#

#

#

e

#

•

e

#

e

#

Com al Cnty. H ealth Cnt.

•

e

e

#

#

e

e
#
#

•

K ieffer’s S to re
SW W oodbridge El. Schl.

#

Willow Park Com . Cnt.

•

Specific A verag es

ts
•

S£

•

•

D eadw ood Cr. Com . Cnt.

G eneral S tra te g y Totals

o

© 1n
w
^ w

e

P rin c eto n S chool o f Arc!

Specific T otals

Z «

#
•

&

O'

•

•

•

S ta te Office Building

JZ

•

e

T rust p h a rm a c y
A tlan tic Com. College

O'

C o n tro ls

•

e

•

T ouliatos G re en h o u se

"5
E
©
£

•
•

•

Gunnison Cnty. A irport
Walker Field Term inal

Î5
>
<
>

©
U
c
o
E
o

•

•

RPI V isitors C e n te r

©
O'
o
o

•

•

e

E sse x —D orsey Sr C e n te r

CO
a.
E
3
CL

*o ©

S t. Mary’s S chool Gym
Jo h n so n C ontrol Office

c
o
3
.Û

Ui

(0
c
0

Lighting

11

5

#

6 8

e

e
14.

#

3

12

3

4 6 % 20% 25% 3 3 % 58% 12% 50% 12%

22

36

5

2

1

8% 20% 4%
11
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The numbers in this category should likely be higher, but are probably under-reported in
many o f the case studies since it has become common practice o f good passive solar and
energy conserving design.
The least often used energy conserving strategy was on the HVAC category.
Only a third o f the buildings reported any use in this category. A study done by Booz
Allen and Hamilton noted that earlier Owens Coming Fiberglass award winning solar
design buildings were dominated by mechanical type energy conservation strategies such
as heat recovery HVAC systems and large active solar systems (Booz Allen & Hamilton
11-10). Buildings studied more recently tend to utilize architecturally defined energy
features. There appears to have been a shift from trends using mechanical systems to an
emphasis o f more architectmal integrated systems such as daylighting, envelope design
and direct gain strategies.

Passive Solar Trends
Total solar and utility strategies used on each project are given in table 4. Each
project averaged almost four (3.96) passive solar and utility strategies each with the
highest o f seven used by Princeton Professional Park. Three solar strategies was the most
common number used with ten o f the twenty-four having this total, slightly more energy
conservation strategies were used by the twenty-four buildings averaging 4.08 per
project. The Johnson Control Office and RPI Visitor Center led the way with seven
each. The highest total for both energy conservation and passive solar strategies was the
Johnson Controls Office w ith thirteen total. Community Methodist Church, Blake
Avenue College Center, M t Airy Public Library and the RPI Visitor Center all used
eleven total strategies each. The lowest total was five used by the Touliatos Greenhouse.
The low total is probably attributed to the simplified program and straightforward
concept of a greenhouse. Seven o f the twenty-four projects used a total of six strategies.
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Table 4
Trends In Passive Solar And U d li^ Strategies

Active
Solar
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r
Hea tinq

rRaturai
cZooling
C
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o
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o
CÜa
U (D

a>
Ç

PROJECT NAME
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A bram s Primary School
Com. M ethodist Church
Blake Ave. College Cnt.
Mt. Airy Public Library
St. Mary’s School Gym
Johnson Control Office
Princeton Prof. Pork
Se c u r ity S t a t e Bank
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3
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■-S
3
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5
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4
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3
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5

4
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8
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Daylighting was the most commonly used strategy with 100% o f the case studies
using at least one natural light strategy, see table 4. Two or more daylighting strategies
were used by 66% o f the projects. Clerestories, roof monitors and skylights were quite
popular with 20 o f the 24 (83%) buildings incorporating toplighting. Light shelves were
used by half o f the projects usually in combination with other lighting strategies. Light
shelves as well as other baffle systems, were used to control and diffiise the natural light
in many buildings. Noteworthy projects with extensive use o f daylighting include the
Mt. Airy Public Library, Walker Field Terminal, Johnson Controls Office and
Community Methodist Church.
Passive heating and natural cooling were also popular. The passive solar heating
category was dominated by direct gain and high mass structures. Twenty o f the 24
buildings used some kind o f direct gain system while only three projects utilized a trombe
wall which is an indirect gain strategy. Many o f the buildings were located in cooler
climates or where heating load dominated. Two Rivers School, in Fairbanks, Alaska, and
Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center were two such cases o f heating load dominated buildings.
Natural cooling strategies were found in 75% o f the case studies, but were more
dispersed among the specific strategies than solar heating. Natural ventilation was the
most common with 83%, while less than a third utilized night flushing or evaporative
radiation. Natural ventilation strategies work well in combination with clerestory and
roof monitor daylighting strategies because a single architectural feature can be used to
both emit daylight and ventilate warm, unwanted air. Twelve o f the twenty projects that
used toplighting strategies also used natural ventilation, while thirteen o f the fourteen
building that used natural ventilation also used toplighting o f some sort.
Buildings in climates with large day/night temperature swings, or low summer
humidity, such as the State o f California Justice Department building, in Sacramento,
successfully used night flushing and natural ventilation to reduce conventional cooling
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loads (Booz Allen & Hamilton II-9). Only four projects utilized any form o f active solar
strategies and all were secondary strategies for heating domestic water. No active
systems were used for space heating and cooling.

Climate Factors
Each building's location and climate conditions w ill result in different strategies.
Because each building is built as a direct response to the climate and site conditions in
which it is built, trends that might be popular in one region or climate zone may not be
popular or even used in another. These differences are the result o f most buildings being
either heating dominated or cooling dominated. For instance, a building built in the south
or southwest is more likely to use daylighting, shading and cooling strategies and tend
not to include direct gain or sunspace strategies. The opposite could be said about
buildings located in the north or cooler regions which tend to be heating dominated.
Their are also many strategies that are appropriate for all climates and will show up on
almost all projects and include proper siting and orientation, high insulation levels, more
efficient HVAC systems and natural lighting.
Each case study project provided an excellent record o f the assorted approaches to
passive and low energy architecture by the different architects and engineers. Th
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CHAPTERS
ENERGY PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMICS

When analyzing the energy performance and economics o f a building their are two
questions that need to be asked:
- Do the strategies and techniques really save energy?
- How much extra will construction cost?
These two questions are always important to the building owner, but also have great
meaning to the architects and engineers who design the building and its systems.
To provide answers to these questions, actual energy consumption figures and
initial costs were tabulated fiom the case studies and then analyzed to determine how the
case study buildings compared to the norm, or base case building. Therefore it is
important to understand three commonly used terms and distinguish their differences in
making an analysis. These terms are stated as follows:
Energy C onsum ption This is the nonrenewable energy that must be purchased
fiom utilities and supplied to the mechanical and electrical equipment to meet the loads.
Because mechanical and electrical equipment operate with different efficiencies, their
energy consumption may vary significantly fiom the loads. Energy consumption is also
known as "Energy Use" and is measured in Btu's/sq. f t per year.

Energy Costs This is the price paid to the utilities, including demand charges for
supplying energy to the building. Because the cost o f different fuels vary significantly
the proportions o f the energy problem as seen fiom the perspective o f energy cost" may
be quite different fiom that seen fiom the perspective o f "energy consumption".
43
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Loads These are the net heating, cooling and lighting quantities that must be met
by the building mechanical and electrical equipment Traditionally, loads have been used
for equipment sizing purposes. They are not very useful for energy decision making
(Burt et al. 19).

Site Energy Consumption
Patterns that have emerged show that passive solar and energy efficient design can
generally provide substantial utility costs and energy savings, tabled compares the site
energy consumption o f the twenty two building with sufficient data to the a n n u a l energy
use o f a typical non-solar conventional building o f the same type. A similar comparison
o f seven buildings is shown for annual energy costs as shown in table 7. Both graphs
show a significant reduction in energy consumption and energy costs. Several buildings
have achieved energy consumption levels 50 percent or more below those o f existing,
conventional structures.
As shown in table 5, the average annual energy use for the 24 case study building
projects was 34,125 Btu/sq. ft. per year, compared to the average o f 76,487 Btu/sq. f t per
year for the conventional, or base case buildings. The average energy savings for all
building projects was 42,300 Btu/sq. f t per year, with the highest savings o f 95,000 for
the Two Rivers School Project. The high cost o f energy in Alaska and therefore high
base case energy use, provided Two Rivers with plenty o f potential for savings.
Surprisingly, two o f the biggest savings came o f retrofit projects. Community Methodist
Church saved 89,800 Btu/sq. ft. per year, and Princeton School o f Architecture saved
83,00 Btu/sq. ft. per year, or about twice the average savings for all projects.
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Table 5
Total Energy Savings And Solar Features
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6
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4

2
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4

5
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2 0 .2 0 0

1 1 0 .0 0 0
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Blake Ave. College Cnt.

4

6
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1 0 0 .0 0 0
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Mt. Airy Public Library

5
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2 0 ,0 0 0

6 7 ,0 0 0

4 7 ,0 0 0

Willow Park Com. Cnt.

4

3

7

6 ,1 5 0

1 8 ,1 8 0

1 2 ,0 3 0

GRAND TOTAL

92

94

186

3 .8
AVG.

3 .9
AVG.

7 .7 5
AVG.

3 4 .1 2 5
AVG.

7 6 ,4 8 7
AVG.

4 2 ,3 0 0
AVG.

MEASURED IN B tu ’s /s q . f t./y r .
Energy savings as compared to base case.
R etro fit, energy savings os com pared to building before solar im provem ents.
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Table 6
Total Site Energy Consumption

SITE ENERGY CONSUMPTION B t u / s q . ft.
(in T h o u sa n d s)

TWO RIVERS
ABRAMS PRIMARY SCHOOL
CO. METHODIST CHURCH
BLAKE AVE COLLEGE CENTER
MT. AIRY PUBLIC UBRARY
ST. MARY'S SCHOOL GYM
JOHNSON CONTROL OFFICE
SECURITY STATE BANK
ESSEX DORSEY SR. CENTER
SHELLY RIDGE G.S. CENTER
RPI VISITOR CENTER
WALKER FIELD TERMINAL
PRINCETON SCHOOL OF ARCH
COMAL CNTY, HEALTH CENTEl
DEADWOOD CR. COM CENTER
KIEFFER'S STORE
SW WOODBRIDGE EL. SCHOOL
WILLOW PARK COM. CENTER
st a t e

OFFICE BUILDING

PRINCETON PROF. PARK
GUNNISON CNTY. AIRPORT
TOULIATOS GREENHOUSE
TRUST PHARMACY
ATLANTIC COM. COLLEGE

B a se C a se
Building

C ase Study
Building
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T able?
Annual Energy Costs
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Building Cost Analysis
To examine the cost impact o f energy conscious design, on building construction,
analysis o f passive solar construction costs were compared to conventional building
costs. The costs per square foot was computed from the actual construction document
and then compared to a range o f typical costs o f sim ilar building types. R.S. Means and
F.W. Dodge statistics were used for the base case building cost. To reduce any inflation
affects, the actual year in which the building was built, was used for comparison.
Building size and region were also taken into account (Rastorfer 153). Table 8 gives the
actual construction costs per square foot for 13 o f the 24 case studies and a range o f
typical building costs for similar building types.
As shown by the data in Table 8, most energy efficient buildings do not cost more
to build than conventional, non-solar buildings o f the same type. Initial cost comparisons
o f buildings are difficult to make because o f the different amenities, local labor rates, and
overall economic conditions o f each building site (Booz, Allen, & Hamilton QI-5).
Thirteen o f the 24 case study buildings had sufficient cost data to compare with typical
new construction costs on a dollar per sq. f t basis. Table 8 shows the distribution o f
initial construction cost premiums for these buildings. O f the 13 projects analyzed, the
initial costs o f eleven were essentially competitive, where this was defined as being
within 10% o f the high range of typical costs for comparable quality building. Two
projects, Abrams Primary School, and Walker Field Terminal, fell below the range o f
typical costs. Three projects had higher costs than their base case, but Gunnison County
Airport was within 10% o f the range o f typical costs. All three o f the projects that fell
above the comparison buildings had trombe walls as a major solar element for passive
heating, which might attribute to the higher costs. O f the eight remaining projects that
all fell within the range o f typical costs, four were in the high end, two projects fell in the
middle, and two projects fell within the low end o f the range. It is interesting to
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Table 8
Initial Construction Costs

BUILDING PROJECT

C0O~S’ T /
5

CO. METHODIST CHURCH

$47

MT. AIRY PUBLIC LIBRARY

$88

20

COMPARISON WITH
F.W. DODGE & R .S . MEANS
30
40
50
60
70
80
T

90

t

JOHNSON CONTROL OFFICE $ 5 7
SHELLY RIDGE G.S. CNTR.
ESSEX DORSEY SR. CNTR.
RPI VISITOR CENTER

T

$65
$ 81

PRINCETON PROF. PARK

$46

ST. MARY'S SCHOOL GYM

$74

SECURITY STATE BANK

$64

COMAL CNTY. HEALTH CO.

$64

WALKER FIELD TERMINAL

$60

GUNNISON CNTY. AIRPORT

f

$86

t
f
T

$80

ABRAMS PRIMARY SCHOOL $ 3 6
20

+

30

40
50
60
70
(D O L L A R S/SO . FT.)

CASE STUDY
BUILDING

80

RANGE OF
BASE CASE
BUILDINGS
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note that the four projects that fell within the low or middle range (Princeton Professional
Park, Security State Bank, Walker Field Terminal, and Abrams Primary School), all used
natural daylight as a major energy conserving design strategy. It should be noted that of
the three buildings that exceeded the range o f typical costs, all were within the owners
budget expectations. Although the thirteen buildings were a small sample o f construction
cost comparisons, and that specific building characteristics or amenities cannot be taken
into account, three-quarter o f the buildings fell within the range o f typical costs. It is
reasonable to say that energy efficient climate responsive buildings need not cost any
more than conventional buildings.

Key Design Issues
It is important to understand that the relative levels o f heating, cooling, and
lighting vary significantly from one building type to the nex t You must identify the right
energy problem early so the appropriate strategies may be selected. Table 9 shows the
energy use characteristics o f each project Architects and engineers need to perform some
type o f analysis to identify the energy-use characteristics o f commercial buildings
(Balcom 375). The problem must be defined in terms o f loads, consumption, and cost.
Once the energy problem is defined the appropriate energy saving strategy can be
developed. Understanding the building's energy requirements during the design process
is fundamental to the successful application o f passive solar systems in commercial
buildings. Besides climate, the building type itself will be a determining factor o f what
energy features are used and to what degree o f success. Building types are either skin
dominated or internally load dominated. Skin dominated buildings are largely
climatically influenced. In these buildings the exterior climate conditions determine
energy consumption for heating and cooling while internal heat gains from lights,
equipment as well as occupants do not significantly affect the energy consumption o f
these buildings.
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Table 9
Base Case Building Energy Analysis

PROJ.
CODE

P r im a r y E n e r g y U s e
PROJECT NAME

LOCATION

H eat

DHW C a ol L ig h t s O t h e r

TR

School

F a ir b a n k s . AK

#**

AS

P r im a r y S c h o o l

B e s s e m e r . AL

•

CU

C h u rch a d d it io n

C o lu m b ia , MO

•••

CO

C ollege C en ter

G i e n w o o d s p . CO

•••

MA

Library

Mt. Airy, NO

SM

G y m n a s iu m

A le x a n d r ia , VA

JC

M ed. O f f i c e / w a r e h o u s e S a l t L a k e City. LIT
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However, the opposite is true in larger commercial buildings that are internally load
dominated such as offices, entertainment centers, retail stores, restaurants, and schools
because the people, lights and equipment generate significant amounts o f heat. When
these buildings are occupied they may not need heat until the outside tem perature is quite
low, typically 20“-40° F. (Anderson 316). In these buildings lighting, and not heating
usually consumes the most energy. In many instances, like in offices o r schools, the
lighting needs come during the daylight hours, hence daylighting becomes an important
and useful energy saving strategy. Gordon has said that "on the average, electricity is
about two to three times as expensive as natural gas for equivalent amounts o f delivered
energy. Hence the value o f a solar energy collection system that displaces natural gas is
less in present day economical terms than a system that displaces electricity" (Anderson
316).
Sometimes its the simplest strategies that are most effective at reducing energy.
Shading and orientation are examples o f basic strategies that have substantial results, yet
cost little extra if any at all. Shading and proper orientation to reduce solar gain are
especially effective and important in hot climates or buildings wherein the cooling load
dominates. The designers o f the Farm Credit Banks Building, in Spokane, Washington,
undertook an extensive and thorough energy analysis during the at the beginning o f the
design process. Various office building configurations and orientations were studied and
results proved that a simple rectangular shape facing north/south was the most energyconservative building configuration and orientation for that location. (Cook 1984 177
178). Cook also states that," Computer studies also showed that complete shading o f
glass could reduce cooling loads in the building by more than 30%. This confirmed that
shading is one o f the most effective strategies o f energy conservation in the design o f
such a large building for office uses."
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CHAPTER 6
BUILDING CASE STUDIES

State Office Building. San Jose. California
The California State OfSce Building in San Jose, CA. is a good example o f large
scale buildings performing well at conserving e n e r^ . The 130,000 sq. ft. government
ofGce building makes optimum use o f energy conservation and passive solar techniques
to reduce energy needs and costs. Designed to take full advantage o f the area's mild
climate and favorable conditions for night cooling, the building uses passive night
cooling strategies to remove heat ftom the building's structure while a chargeable rockbed
is used for cool storage. During the day, heat ftom the building is collected and stored in
the rockbed and then removed at nigh t When the thermal storage rockbed is charged
with cool air, it is used to cool the building's return air, decreasing the peak demand for
chiller output.
•R

I W n O THAN UGHT

WALL SECTION

Figure 9: San Jose's State Office Building San Jose, CA.
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The majority o f thermal mass needed for energy efficiency is provided in the
16.5-in. deep concrete waffie floor slabs, and the slab on grade over the rockbed. Several
interior courts are used to provide an extensive daylight perimeter within the rectangular
shaped building. The building's increased glazed perimeter allows natural daylight to
reach more office space. Perimeter daylight along w ith north/south light monitors on the
roof reduce lighting needs while significantly reducing the cooling loads. South facing
glazing is recessed and protected by sun shades that block direct solar heat gain, but allow
usable daylight to enter the office spaces. The buildup structure acts as a light shelf
bouncing light up through the recessed windows while the north-facing glazing is flush
with the structure's outer edge.

OFFICE SPACE

n

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Figure 10: San Jose State Office, CA. 1st Floor plan
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Princeton Professional Park
This spectacular office park is a contemporary example o f an evaporative roof
spray cooling system and a unique solution to the heating and cooling needs o f
commonly foimd in this building Qrpe. The 64,900 sq. f t complex located in Princeton
New Jersey, (a relatively humid temperate climate) utilizes a central atrium in each o f the
three separate buildings to provide daylight The atriums function as part o f the heating
and cooling systems as well as part o f the circulation between buildings.

DAY: STORAGE hCATN ROCKBED

BULOMG CROSS SECTION

tEATNG FROM ROCKBED

HEATING

Figure 11; Princeton professional Park, Building Section Showing Heating Strategies.
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Natural ventilation is induced in the atrium by thermal pressure to help cool the building.
Rockbeds under each floor slab stores cool energy from the night air which circulates
under the metal roof which is sprayed with water. Evaporation and night slqr radiation
cool the air under the roof and then it is stored in the rockbeds for use the next day.
Return air supplied to the office spaces during the day is pre-cooled in the rockbed.
During the heating months, heat is stored in the rockbeds and the atrium and then used to
help heat the spaces.
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Figure 12: Princeton professional Park, Building Section Showing Cooling Strategies.
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MT. Airy Public L ib iag
Located on a southward sloping hill next to city hall, this 13'500 sq. f t
community library and multi-purpose cultural center has been haled as one o f the finest
and most modem libraries in the United states at that time. Completed in the spring o f
1982, the white granite clad building utilizes a set o f south facing sawtooth clerestories
and light baffies that hover above the central portion o f the building to provide diffiised
daylight and reduce glare. The baffies also absorb the ultraviolet light, (which has
adverse effects on books), before they reach any library books. The south facing
windows provide some direct gain in the winter as well as daylight These windows are
recessed for protection firom the summer sun while providing views and side lighting. A
typical south facing window unit has a light shelf above the viewing firame to reflect
sunlight onto the ceiling to distribute and diffiise the light to adjacent areas.
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Figure 13: Mt. Airy Public Library Mt. Airy, NC. Section Through Clerestory
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Quarry tile flooring and the large masonry mass o f the concrete structure enables
the building to store enough heat to reduce auxiliary heating requirements throughout the
day. R-20 wall and ceiling insulation, and insulated double-pane glazing provide a well
insulated building envelope while air lock entries reduce infiltration losses. Five zoned
air to air heat pump systems efficiently maintains comfort levels. The daylighting and
passive heating systems provide over half the winter's heating needs and most o f its
atmual lighting needs.
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WINTER

Figure 14: Mt. Airy Public Library Wall Section Through South Glazing.
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Johnson Controls Branch Office
Johnson Controls 15,000 sq. f t Sait Lake City office utilizes a variety o f passive
cooling heating and daylighting concepts in their new branch office. The large
environmental controls manufacturing and distribution company in an attempt to further
reduce construction and operating costs has incorporated s sophisticated computer
control system to enhance its straightforward passive daylighting, heating and cooling
design.
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Figure 15: Johnson Controls Branch Office, Salt Lake City, UT. Section and Plan
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The building's long southern exposure is glazed, providing daylight and direct
gain to much o f the building while a continuous clerestory provides daylight to the
central interior o f the building and direct gain to the large mass wall beneath i t During
the winter the heat collected and stored in the wall helps heat the building while in the
summer the wall provides a thermal insulation to buffer the h eat The southern exposure
o f the building is protected by a large overhang and earth berm. A continuous light shelf
and an open ofGce plan help distribute the light into the building. The sophisticated
controls systems uses automatic sensors to turn lights on and off according to the
available daylight in each ofQce. This highly successful building consumes less than half
as much energy as a sim ilar conventional ofGce building while employees and
management enjoy the building and find it's environment pleasing.
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Figure 16: Johnson Controls Branch Office, Salt Lake City, UT. Sections.
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Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center
Located in suburban Philadelphia, this 5,700 sq. f t open plan com m unia center is
effectively heated using direct gain and a tromb wail on the large two story southern
exposure. Large amounts o f glazing, (960 s.f.), provides direct gain to the large central
interior space. Below the glazing is 860 s .f o f 4 inch thick brick tromb wall. The
exposed structural timbers provide the optimum interior mass for the short heat lag. The
short heat lag coincides with the early morning and late afternoon periods that the
building is used.

1 VES1BUUE
2 KTTCtBI

3 GOUMBfT SALES
4 LOBBY

5 S1ME
6 STORAGE
7 MBETIIGROOM

TROMBE WALL

SUNSWtCE
FMST FLOOR PLAN

Figure 17; Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center Philadelphia, PA. Floor Plan.
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The double glazed windows above the tromb wall are equipped with insulating shades to
control heat loss and provide light control to the interior. These windows also have a
crank-out awning system to provide solar control during the summer. The tmusual form
o f the center was derived from the earth/sun geometry's, prevailing winds and existing
structures on site. The largest building face is oriented to the south for max. light and
solar exposure while the northwest and northeast sides o f the building are shorter and
lower to shed the prevailing winter winds.

CUTAWAY ISOMETRIC

Figure 18: Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center Philadelphia, PA. Cutaway Isometric.
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Walk g iJield Tgnmnal
The walker Field Terminal is a 66,700 s.f. airport terminal building located in
Grand Junction, Colorado. The building consists o f a series o f stepped south, facing
clerestory windows. Despite Grand Junction 5,600 heating degree days per year
preliminary analysis showed that lighting and not heating was more important factor from
a cost standpoint The clerestories where an effective strategy in providing solar gain for
both lighting and heating. Large amounts of thermal mass were used for the interior
finishes to store and distribute solar heat. The large amounts o f glazing provides plenty
o f light while a specially designed HVAC system circulates solar h eat The ductwork
located at the top o f the clerestory windows c ^tu res stratified solar heat and then
redistributes it during the heating season. During the summer the system is used to bring
in cool night air to pre cool the buildings mass effectively reducing summer cooling
loads.

Figure 19: Walker Field Terminal Grand Junction CO. Building Section.
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Sgcudtt-State Bank
The very successful Security State Bank in Wells, Minnesota, has produced large
energy savings to its owners. This bank building combines passive solar features and
economical HVAC system with heavy insulation and tight energy conserving
construction. Other savings come firom the daylighting system designed to use less than
one tenth o f the energy for lighting than other comparable buildings. Oversize clerestory
windows are designed to provide m ost o f the ambient and task lighting.

To prevent

glare, a baffle system is used to defuse the daylight and to insure an even and glare free
distribution. Only a small portion o f the lobby receives any direct beam daylight. The
baffle system is dual frmctional, housing the HVAC ducts and backup fluorescent
lighting. Two large baffles consist o f 3-by-5 f t box beam that spans the length of the
building. Smaller lightweight baffle grid helps to difflise the light.
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FLOOR PLAN

Figure 20: Security State Bank WeUs MN. Floor Plan.
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Summertime energy savings are accomplished by blocking direct solar gain with
large window overhangs and high thermal insulation levels to reduce heat gains that
lower the cooling load. A high volume, high veloci^ economizer system is used for the
high cooling season. This system is "piggybacked" to the conventional direct exchange
air conditioning system and standard-volume multi zone air handler. Inside and outside
thermostats provide the required mix o f outside air ventilation and refrigeration for
comfortable conditions (Rastorfer pg. 159).
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Figure 21: Security State Bank Wells MN. Section Showing Cooling Strategies.
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Heating needs during the cold Minnesota winters are provided by direct gain
passive heating. The tight construction and high thermal insulation produce a thermos
bottle- like effect that retains ail o f the heat provided by the sun's direct gain. Early
analysis o f the building's direct gain system revealed that a massive storage capacity was
not needed and was undesirable. Because o f the thermos bottle effect, direct irradiation
o f light weight materials could be used to more quickly heat the building in the morning
hours. Light weight materials tend to give up heat collected by direct gain faster than
heavier high mass materials. The building temperature can be set back to 50 degrees
Fahrenheit at night because o f the quick response to morning sun coming through the
south facing clerestory windows.
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Figure 22: Seciuity State Bank Wells MN. Section Showing Heating Strategies.
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REI-MsitOT-Centg
The 5,200 s.f. ofBce and police headquarters designed to welcome visitors to the
campus o f Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Intended to be the 6ont door to campus, the
building m ust operate 24 hours a day with controlled access at all times for the campus
police. The modest size and low occupancy o f the building causes it to be climate-or
skin-dominated building rather than a intemal-load-dominated building like most
commercial buildings. The 6,900 heating degree days o f Troy, New York, indicated that
heating the building would be the primary design strategy. The south facing sun space
with mass walls and floor, supply warm air to the building through a system o f plenums.
The sun space has full length floor to ceiling glazing, (680 s.f.) and has insulated curtains
used to reduce heat losses through the glass at night or reduce solar gains during the day.
The space acts as an overflow and receptions space to the offlces and meeting rooms
adjoining.
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Figure 23: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Visitor Center Troy NY. Floor Plan.
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The thermal mass wall and sun space acts as a heat source for passive heating to the rest
o f the building. It also acts as a heat sink for passive cooling and a buffer zone between
the interior and exterior temperatures. The adjoining ofiBces have windows to the sun
space as a source o f daylight. A north facing clerestory like chimney provides daylight to
the entry below and enhances natural ventilation. This chimney also encloses a real
chimney smokepipe to a fireplace below. During the summer, the windows in the
chimney are opened, and fans assist ventilation o f the heat. The visitors center also
bermed on the north side o f the building and has reduced g la r i n g in the thermal mass wall
to protect against the cold. A row o f slqrlights w ith light scoops provide daylight to the
central core. In the winter the skylights provide some solar gain and are equipped with
movable reflector shades to increase the penetration o f winter sun or provide shade in the
summer.

VENTLATION
CHMNEY
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Figure 24: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Visitor Center Troy NY. Section.
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Blake Avenue College Center
This 31,900 s.f. com m unia college building in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, is
sited on the steep side o f a south facing hill. The hillside location provides a virtually
unobstructed southern exposure. A large central atrium takes advantage o f this exposure
to provide solar heat, daylight, and cooling in the summer. Since the building is a
combination o f community center, daycare center, and senior center, as well as
community college, many functions had to be integrated into one building. The three
story central atrium is not only the prominent solar feature o f the building, but also acts to
unify all the functions o f the building. During the winter the atrium collects solar heat
directly to heat the space. Additional heating is provided by indirect gains from a thermal
mass wall on the lower south side o f the building and a convective loop and water
thermal storage. An active solar system provides domestic hot water.

E

SITE PLAN

Figure 25: Blake Avenue College Center Glenwood Springs, CO. Floor Plan.
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Mass to store direct solar gain w as initially to be provided by an exposed concrete waffle
slab system. This was later changed to an open steel flame structure with metal deck and
a five inch concrete slab floor by the construction manager. As part o f the cooling
system, the atrium is used as a plenum distributing massive amounts o f night air to cool
the structural mass o f the building. Fans provide 5-10 air changes per hour for up to 8 to
10 hours o f night time operation. Shading and earth berming are also a big part o f the
cooling strategy. The hillside site provides earth sheltering for the backside o f the
building. Awnings protect the atrium glass in the summer, and insulated curtains prevent
heat losses flom the trombe walls. The atrium is part o f the lighting system by acting as
a bright central core flom which offices on both sides take in natural lig ht Natural
daylight is augmented by fluorescent lighting that shines upward to enhance diffusion o ff
the ceiling and allow the building's mass to store heat flom the lights until it can be
removed by the night time ventilation. The college center's triple-duty atrium
significantly increases the cost effectiveness o f the large space.
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Figure 26: Blake Avenue College Center Glenwood Springs, CO. Atrium Section.
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Two Rivers School
This 15,750 s.f. elementary school in Fairbanks, Alaska, was originally designed
to be a prototype small rural schoolhouse to respond to Alaska's harsh climate. The entire
south facing wall is equipped with a triple glazed window wall and a special thermal
shutter system. The thermal shutter can be adjusted to admit or reject solar heat and light
A four foot roof overhang with R-50 roof insulation shades the glazing in the summer to
protect against overheating.
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Figure 27: Two Rivers School Fairbanks, AK. Floor Plan.
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The shutters are controlled by an automatic thermostat driven control system which
maintains the shutters in one o f three positions. For heating, and lighting, the shutters are
open to allow full penetration o f solar energy. When the classroom temperature rises past
a set point, the thermostat automatically positions the shutters to block additional solar
gain. The shutters have a reflective surface that acts as a light shelf by bouncing indirect
light into the classroom. When the sun's solar energy is no longer available at night, or
on cloudy days, the shutters close completely to contain heat inside. An internal
sunscreen reduces glare from the sun's low position on the horizon and reflection from the
snow.
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Figure 28: Two Rivers School Fairbanks, AK. South Wall Section.
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Essex Dorsey Senior Center
This 13,000 s S . multipurpose senior center in Baltimore, Maryland, connects two
old Victorian schoolhouses with a new lounge and multipurpose assembly wing. The
new assembly room is separated from one o f the renovated buildings by an enclosed
landscaped courtyard. A south facing clerestory on the new assembly wing provides
daylighting and aids natural ventilation while the existing south facing windows were
fitted w ith new awnings and plant shelves to control glare. The basic energy design
concept involved developing natural lighting and ventilation strategies. To do this, a
structure was built that could be opened to breezes in the summer and closed tightly in
the winter. For daylighting, the new assembly wing was built forty feet back from the
existing building to allow natural daylight to reach the new wing.
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Figure 29; Essex-Dorsey Senior Center Baltimore MD. Floor Plan.
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The newly fonned landscape cour^ard is critical to the cross flow ventilation
scheme during the cooling system.
The clerestory windows on the new building runs the entire length o f the new addition
and is intended to provide direct gain heating in the winter. Operable awning Qrpe
windows in the clerestory help exhaust stratified air and wooden baffles, sunscreens, and
overhangs are designed to control glare and over heating in the summer. C our^ard
landscaping and the existing landscaping were considered integral to the design. All
existing deciduous trees were retained as part o f the passive solar design concept while
bamboo was used to filter sunlight along the south western comer.
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Figure 30: Essex-Dorsey Senior Center Baltimore MD. Sections.
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Community United Methodist Church
A simple but effective conSguration o f clerestories with overhangs and thermal
mass were used on the new 5,500 s.f. addition to C o m m u n ity United Methodist Church
in Colombia, Missouri. The program for the new addition called for adding 5,000 to
8,000 s.f. o f classroom space to the existing building complex. The four existing
buildings provided a new challenge o f where to locate the classroom addition. High
summer humidity and only modest solar availability posed additional constraints to a
solution. This led to the decision to tie the new classroom building to the north wall o f
the existing fellowship hall in an attempt to reduce high energy losses through the north
facing glass o f the fellowship hall. This location would also reduce losses through the
new south wall o f the classroom addition. This location was least destructive to the site,
but limited solar access to the new building. The solution consisted o f three equal bays o f
20 ft. by 80 ft. on an east-west access covered by a sloped ceiling and south facing
clerestory window.
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Figure 31: Community United Methodist Church Columbia MO. Site O f New Addition.
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The north and south bays consists o f classrooms, a nursery, and support facilities, while
the central bay serves both as a corridor and multipurpose room. Each space acts as
simple direct-gain sun space for providing heat and light to the building. The north wall
o f each bay is a high thermal mass block wall that absorbs direct solar gain from the
clerestories above. The mass wall and floor slabs provide beat storage to meet the short
term needs o f the building. Slope ceilings from the clerestory windows to the mass wall
allow winter light to reach the thermal mass walls directly. The clerestory windows are
tilted inward to face the winter sun more squarely and reduce reflections.
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Figure 32; Community United Methodist Church Columbia MO. Section.
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The tilting o f the windows creates a slight overhang above each window providing
protection from the higher summer sun. In addition, a light shelf below each clerestory
enhances the reflection o f the light onto the light colored, slope ceiling. Each 15 ft. by 20
ft. classroom module is served by three panels of glass, two o f which are fixed, and one
operable for summertime ventilation.
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Figure 33: Community United Methodist Church Columbia MO. Plan O f New Addition.
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St. Mary's School Gymnasium
S t Mary's School gymnasium is a 9,000 sX addition to an existing elementary
school in Alexandria, Virginia. An innovative trombe wall provides radiant heat to the
interior o f the building. Because o f the varied times o f occupancy, the heating had to be
phased throughout the day. This was accomplished by designing a ceiling to floor
thermal mass, concrete trombe wall in three different thicknesses. The innovative
features o f the trombe wall are that it is from precast "T” panels normally used in light
roof construction.
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SECTION THROUGH TROMBE WALL
Figure 34: St. Mary’s Parish School Gymnasium Addition Alexandria, VA.
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They vary in thickness firom top to bottom and the six inch projections on the concrete
"T" panels intercept the high summer rays, shading the wall sections directly below them.
The concrete "T” panels are supported by a steel beam and column frame. The graduated
thickness o f the trombe wall (4 inch, 6 inch, and 8 inch from top to bottom) permits
reradiation o f stored solar gain at staggered intervals throughout the day. Natural lighting
is provided to the gym by two 90 f t by 8 f t linear roof monitors with translucent
insulating panels by
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CHAPTER?
DESIGN GUIDELINES

The purpose o f studying solar buildings and there energy strategies is to gain a
better understanding o f what works and what does not work as well, why it works well or
not so well, and where and when these strategies work. A natural step in the process is to
establish a set o f guidelines to help develop a solution to energy conservation in a
commercial building. The lessons learned and the information from past projects and the
case study projects in particular provide useful guidelines for the design o f passive solar
and energy efficient buildings. Guidelines are met to be used as a design aid that is
available at the beginning o f the design process. Included w ith design guidelines are
"design tools". According to Balcomb "the term design tools generally encompasses all
design methods and guidelines" (pg. 181). A few simple design tools will be included as
part o f these design guidelines.

Base Case
Passive building design is usually done without any analysis. Most design is done
by simply emulating other buildings, by natural intuition, or by using simple rules of
thumb (Balcomb 7). For this to be more effective the right building must be emulated.
Many factors determine weather a buildings design strategies are appropriate for your
building design, such things as climate, building program, size, occupancy size and
schedule. Clim ate is a strong determinate o f design guidelines because energy
conservation is most effective when you address the specific needs of that climate.
80
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Climate conditions must first be identified and the potentials and constraints
established, and then the designer can identify the buildings energy needs, which w ill be
partially determined by the climatic factors o f the building site "Energy conscious design
requires an understanding o f climate and the factors that produce it" (Watson 93,3).
Climate conditions o f Las Vegas are provided for design proposes and are met to be used
as one o f the guidelines for climate responsive architecture.
A building's energy needs must be identified before solar energy solutions can be
selected. The designer must first establish the nature, timing, and quantity of a building's
energy requirem ent This will include such things as the amount o f energy used for
heating, cooling, and lighting and at what costs? What time o f day are they needed?
W hat amount o f heat is generated from internal sources and what are they? How do they
compare to external heat gains? Too find an answer to these questions it is useful and
recommended to establish a "Base Case".
By analyzing a conventional (non-solar) building located in the same climate
region as the building to be designed. The base case can help determine the buildings
energy needs mentioned earlier. To establish a base case for your building you can do
one o f the following: a computer modeling o f a hypothetical building without solar
features, comparing a technical references such as the Building Energy Performance
Standards (BEPS) budget applicable to the building type and location, or by examine the
energy-use records o f similar buildings in the same area (Burt 18).
The objective o f the base case is to identify the conventional building's
characteristics so it can be analyzed to establish the energy problem, or energy needs.
Once you have identified the energy needs, you can begin to use the design guidelines to
establish what solar and energy conservation strategies might work best to meet the
energy needs o f the building. The base case can then be used to evaluate alternatives.
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When constructing a base case Burt suggests that you assume common
architectural, space conditioning, and electrical systems. For example, an office building
might make use o f envelope requirements dictated by prevailing standards (such as
ASHRAE 90), a variable air volume mechanical system, and lighting and equipment
power levels o f 2 1/2 or 3 watts per sq. ft. (19).
The base case can provide valuable information which is sometimes contrary to
what your design intuition led you to believe about your building's energy needs. The
Blake Avenue College Center for Colorado Mountain College in Glenwood Springs,
Colorado provides an example o f such a case were the designers initial perception o f
energy needs were inaccurate. The buildings initial schematic design relied on extensive
use o f direct gain strategies and a trombe wall to meet the perceived heating needs. The
college center was designed and built as part o f the DOE's Nonresidential Experimental
Building Program and was analyzed by experts and researchers at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. Their findings determined that lighting and cooling needs were more
significant than heating needs the design team focuses on
(Burt et al. 14). The building design was altered to respond to the lighting and cooling
energy problems discovered.
These guidelines along with the case study overviews are met to provide general
advice and information about performance potentials and constraints as well as rules o f
thumbs and suggestions for the particular area and climate region o f Las Vegas Nevada.

Climate
Climate responsive architecture works on the principle that a building is a direct
response to the climate it operates in. If a building responds properly with the outside
climate, then it can rely less on the mechanical systems to condition the space to a
comfortable level.
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Both Energy conservation and passive design depend on a direct response to
climatic conditions o f its surroundings, specifically the temperature, humidity levels,
wind speeds, and sun. Energy conservation entails isolating the building's interior fix>m
the foreign elements o f the outdoors, while passive solar design requires the building to
open up its interior to more desirable climate situations to naturally condition the space
(AIA pg. 3). Therefore knowing the climate conditions in which you are designing in is a
prerequisite to "climate responsive" design. Passive solar design requires appropriate
protection from some climatic forces while inviting the beneficial use o f other forces to
reduce the use o f mechanical systems and the energy to operatethem.
The climate in which a building operates becomes a determining factor in the
design process and will influence design strategies. Each climate region has its own set
o f guidelines that best suit the natural conditions. Depending on your region, each
climate condition can be either a liabilify or an asset for effective climate responsive
architecture.
Knowing the climate conditions that you are designing for is mandatory. You
must then understand which forces are liabilities and which are assets, and then you can
determine the direction o f your project and what design strategies is m ost appropriate.
Geographical regions have been categorized by climate conditions to develop a
manageable number o f guidelines for energy-conscious design. A set o f regional
guidelines for your area are useful in the schematic design phase where basic energyconserving strategies are selected. Victor Olgyay classified the united states into four
climatic zones based on W Koppen's study o f the relationship between climate and
vegetation (Watson 93 pg. 4). These major climate regions; cool, temperate, hot-arid, and
hot-humid are perhaps the best known categorization, but others have further divided
these regions into smaller macro climatic regions. The American Institute of Architects
divides the continental united states into 15 regions, each region having a reference city
that represents a major urban area within that region. Too few climate zones provide
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information that is too general to be very useful, while too much information can become
inaccessible. The 15 region format is based on material from the AIA Research
Corporation, provides comprehensive climatic material tailored to the design process.
Energy conscious design will be most effective when the specific needs of your
climate are m et (AIA pg. 162). The following page describes the climate characteristics
o f Las Vegas, Nevada area (region 9), and the guidelines to follow to appropriately
design for the potential and constraints o f the area.
Las Vegas is part o f the southwest desert region which is characterized by
extremely hot and dry summers with moderately cold winters. According to the AIA
Research Corporation Las Vegas is part o f climate region 9 w ith Phoenix Arizona as the
reference city. This region and Las Vegas in particular is subject to plenty o f clear skies
throughout the year with an aimual sunshine rate o f about 85% (Lechner 66). The four
seasons are well defined with summer displaying desert conditions with 100 degree range
temperatures as the maximums. The proximify to the mountains contributes to the cool
summer nights which are generally around the mid 70's for minimum temperatures.
These cool nights and hot and dry daytime conditions provide a large diurnal temperature
swing. The Sierra Nevada Mountain Range acts as an effective barrier to the moisture
traveling from the Pacific Ocean eastward which results in a minimum o f dark overcast or
rainy days. The annual precipitation is about 7 inches with less than one rainy day in
June and about 3 per month during the winter months. The low humidity is well below
the comfort range much o f the year and does not factor as a design concern. Overheating
in the summer months is a chief concern for design strategies (lechner 66). Winters are
notably m ild and pleasant with average daytime temperature near 60 degrees and mostly
clear skies. The high temperatures and insolation from the sun are the biggest design
constraints during the summer and must be handled with appropriately. Clear skies are
an asset for potential winter heating and the diumal temperature swing is a potential for
summer night time cooling.
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A climate responsive building in this region should be designed primarily for
cooling though heating needs should be carefully considered for some buildings with
small internal loads. Fortunately most o f the design suggestions such as high insulation
values, high mass construction materials, and glazing placement provide for both heating
and cooling benefits (AIA 188). Some passive solar design strategies such as thermal
mass sto r^ e and night ventilation, depend on the temperature swing that occurs on a 24hour cycle. These diumal temperature swings allow summer heat accumulated in the
daytime to be released during the cool night (Watson 93,9).
Building with high thermal construction materials is recommended for this region
to flatten the day-to-night temperature swings during the summer (Lechner 66). When
using energy conservation strategies it is suggested that you do not design for record high
and low temperatures. A better economical solution is to design for high summer and
low winter temperatures that occur 95-or 97.5 percent of the time (Watson 93, 9).

SITE
One o f the first design tasks is placing the building on the site. There are
generally three divers influences on site placement and orientation; what is the best
placement for aesthetic relationships, what best meets the building's program needs, and
what is the best for overall energy consumption (Balcomb 488)? The challenge is to
satisfy all three if possible and sometimes you will be fortunate enough that a certain
placement is best for all three. Other times it may be more challenging and a compromise
must be made remembering which one has the highest priority. When confi'onted with
these decisions and unfavorable climate conditions, you will find that optimal sitting and
site design can be more effective and less costly than mechanical means o f making
interiors comfortable. (Watson 93,26).
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Climate and site analysis usually go hand in hand and should always take place at
he beginning o f a project. Watson has suggested that once climate data has Ben collected
and charted for the site, it must be then coupled with the analysis o f the particular site
elements- topography, vegetation, water conditions on site, and built forms- all o f which
can effect the site's micro climate as well as building placement and orientation (93,26).
The traditional site analysis diagram is an essential step in the design process o f
energy-efficient buildings. Watson goes on to state that "energy-conscious site analysis
uses basically the same tools and methods used in traditional site analysis- it is only the
interpretation and emphasis that are changed" (26). Because the building's orientation to
the sun is basic to most passive solar heating and daylighting strategies, the southern
orientation and the suns path across the site are o f primary concern. After the basic
climate conditions o f a site have been established you can then begin to determine when
the sun would be an asset for passive heating or daylighting and when it should be
blocked.

BUILDING ENVELOPE; FORM AND MATERIALS
The building envelope is responsible in large part for effects of external and
internal forces on building spaces. Heat exchange between the interior and the exterior
environment is controlled through the building envelope. The envelope can be separated
into 3 major factors that determine heat flow in and out o f the building: Temperature
differential, area o f the building exposed to the elements, and heat transmission value o f
the exposed building area (Watson 49).
-The temperature differential is the difference between the temperature outside
from the temperature inside.
-The exposed area is the square footage o f surface area exposed to the temperature
differential and is determined by the form o f the building.
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-The am ount o f heat that is transmitted into or out of the building envelope is the
transmission value,(Watson 93 ,49).
After climate and building program, the building itself is third factor that influences the
heating and cooling requirements (Brown pg. 43). The shape/form and construction
materials o f a building greatly effect how much the climate's external loads and the
internal loads o f the people and equipment are actually translated into heating or cooling
loads.
External heat gains are those attributed to the exterior environment (solar
radiation, temperature) penetrating the building skin to affect the interior conditions.
These types o f buildings are known as "skin-load" dominated buildings; i.e., external
climate conditions determine energy consumption for heating and cooling. Load
dominated building's heating and cooling loads are predominately determined by internal
loads. Internal heat gains are created within the building's enclosed space and are
generally heat produced by people, lights, and equipment inside the building's
environment. Large commercial buildings are generally load- dominated because o f the
presence o f people lights, equipment, all o f which generate significant amounts o f heat.
Internal heat gains are usually more difficult to reduce with the exception o f lights. Heat
load produced by lights can be reduced with natural daylighting strategies, which will be
covered later under the daylighting section.
An office building in the Las Vegas climate will generally have to deal with both
internal and external heat gains, resulting in high cooling loads. Cooling loads are often
accentuated when an office building's peak hours o f internal use in the afternoon coincide
with maximum outdoor temperatures and intense radiation from the setting sun on west
facing building surfaces, especially those with large amounts o f glazing.
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Passive Cooling
Cooling it seems, has always taken a back seat to passive heating, but w ith the
national trend o f people moving to the sunbelt, passive cooling is rising to the forefront.
The principles o f natural cooling have been used for centuries. They have been largely
ignored in the past two decades in part because they are not as well understood as those
o f natural heating. The same basic principles o f heating can be used in natural cooling in
reverse. The basic principle that heat flows naturally from a warm place to a cooler one
applies to passive cooling. Other natural processes such as natural radiation, evaporation,
ventilation, and solar control can be used to cool a building. The most effective method
o f natural cooling is solar control or shading. Because solar control is a basic strategy for
any passive cooling project, shading and sun control concepts are included in this section.
Solar control is the simplest and most effective method o f natural cooling.
Preventing a space from heating up by controlling the solar gain is most important. The
use o f insulation, weather stripping, and shading for solar control should always be the
first step in reducing unwanted heat gain (M iller 38). Location of windows is an
important factor in controlling unwanted heat gain. Glazing with western exposure is the
m ost imdesirable. The setting sun which occurs during the hottest part o f the day is most
difficult to control with shading devices. The low and inconsistent angles o f the rising
and setting sun dictates that windows with west or east exposure should be minimized.
W hen these exposures cannot be avoided, it is recommended that landscaping and
exterior shade screens be utilized to control the sun. Windows with southern exposure
are the easiest to shade and thus control unwanted heat gain. The high angle o f the sun in
the summer allows for effective shading o f glazing with southern exposure. In the winter
months when the sun might be more desirable, the sun is lower in the sky and the shading
devices that block the high summer rays will allow the low winter sun to enter. North
facing windows are also desirable but they must be shaded against the summer's early
morning and late afternoon rays. During the summer the sun rises in the northeast and
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sets in the northwest, thus vertical shading, especially to the northwest, is required to
prevent late afternoon sun ftom direct exposure to north facing windows. Sometimes
large overhangs or shading devices are not enough to prevent unwanted solar gain, nearby
structures or light paved ground surfaces can reflect solar heat into a space. Plants and
other landscaping prevent this as well as provide shading and humidify for effective
summer cooling.
Solid or large overhangs can trap hot air underneath and against the building. Self ventilating shading devices such as perforated or trellis like structures should be used.
Skylights on the roof that are usually in the horizontal position, making them difBcult to
shade ftom direct solar gain. They should be avoided unless they can be totally shaded
by hoods. South facing clerestory windows with appropriate overhangs are a better
alternative for overhead daylighting.
Balconies and 2nd story terraces are good shading devices for protecting lower walls
and providing shaded outdoor living spaces. Shading devices can control heat gain either
constantly or selectively by blocking the sun during overheated periods and admitting it
in under heated periods.
Daylight, glare, views and ventilation can also be effected by shading devices. Each
project with its varying conditions and climate will determine the relative importance o f
each application. Ventilation, like sun control, is a simple and economical way o f
cooling a building . Operable vents or windows on opposite sides o f a building will
provide flow-through ventilation allowing cool breezes to enter and hot stagnant air to be
exhausted. Rooms or buildings with high spaces can exhaust hot air be convection with
the help o f fans or low openings on the cool side o f the building. The use of both high
and low operable windows or vents can help improve air movement at night. Ceilings
that slope upward to high vents will help exhaust hot air that rises by convection. Other
devices such as ventilation chimneys near the roof peak can further enhance natural
ventilation. For large buildings, an atrium space can be used as a strategy for natural
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ventilation and cooling. A good atrium design can induce natural ventilation and avoid
undesirable solar gains. The vertical stack effect o f the atrium can facilitate natural
ventilation with proper placement o f air inlets and outlets. Air inlets should be placed
near the bottom o f the atrium and sufGcient air outlets or exhaust vents located at the top,
nearest the ceiling. Natural or induced cross ventilation should be included.

Heat stored

by the building mass and structure can be exhausted by night time convective cooling.
This can be achieved by cross ventilation o f outside air passing through the building and
adjacent spaces and out the top o f the atrium space (Hastiness 335). Natural ventilation
using convective exhaust o f hot air works best in hot, dry climates like Las Vegas where
hot summer days are followed by comfortably cooler nights (M iller 39). Radiative
cooling is more involved but also works on simple principles. A building's mass, usually
concrete, stone or tile, absorbs the heat that accumulates during the day. This heat is then
radiated away from the building when exposed to the cooler night sl^ . Radiative cooling
relies on a large mass to absorb and then radiate the heat This mass also acts as a barrier
to the sun and hot day time air. The transmission of heat through the mass is delayed and
attenuated during the day. The delay is proportionate to the thickness o f the mass. The
thicker the mass, the longer the delay, (from two to twelve hours), and attenuation o f the
heat transmitted to the interior space. The object is to delay the heat transmission long
enough to allow the cooler night air to begin the radiate the heat back to the night sky.
By night's end, the wall should be cool enough to provide a cool barrier to the next day's
heat. This night time radiation is called night ventilation and like Radiative cooling, uses
thermal absorption and lag characteristics o f mass to control and exhaust heat gain. Rock
beds also use these principles to thermally store cool night air. Cool night air is
circulated through the rockbed at night to exhaust warm air existing in the rockbed and
replenish cool air for the following day. During the day, warmer air from the interior
spaces is directed through the rock beds to be cooled and then returned to the indoor
space. The rock beds large surface area allows for a rapid heat exchange.
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Daylighting
Daylighting techniques in commercial building's has begun to grow rapidly because
daylighting can save a significant portion o f a commercial building's lighting energy
(M iller 60). As much as 50% of an office building's energy is used to provide light
during the day compared to only about 10% o f a residential house's energy budget (Miller
60). Using natural daylight does two things too lower your energy needs. First it saves
the energy that would be used for artificial lighting and secondly the cooling load can be
reduced by turning o ff the artificial lights since 75 to 90% o f the energy used by a lamp is
given o ff by heat (M iller 60). Commercial buildings have relatively high levels o f
artificial lighting and since they are primarily used during the daytime hours, commercial
buildings are well suited to save energy through natural daylighting.
Daylighting strategies are generally divided into several categories with the two most
common being sidelighting, and toplighting. Large single story buildings such as
warehouses and factories, generally tend to use toplighting, while offices, apartment
buildings, or any multi story building must rely upon sidelighting solutions (Lamb 85).
To design for natural daylighting, you must first understand the difference between sky
light (or daylight) and direct sunlight. Sunlight is the sun's direct beam and is very strong
in comparison w ith sky-light When the sunlight beam is blocked, the resulting difhised
radiation from many different directions is daylight. Sunlight often is too bright and is
the cause o f glare and can lead to overheating. Sidelighting techniques involve vertical
glazing at the perimeter o f the building. The size and height o f the windows, height o f
the ceiling, and depth o f the room all influence the effectiveness o f natural lighting. The
depth o f the room, away from the window, is limited by the distance natural light can
penetrate the space. The higher the window, the deeper the penetration of light into the
room. Higher windows and ceilings result in a more even distribution o f light (Lamb 87).
Ceilings and walls with high reflectance, can also help light penetrate deep into the room.
The perimeter o f a building can be extended to gain increased exposure for daylighting.
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Before the advent o f electrical light and to a greater degree fluorescent light, buildings
tended to have typical footprints o f limited width. Various fijnns such as E-, H-, L-, and
U-shaped floor plans were used to increase the total square footage and area exposed to
the exterior. The introduction o f the light shelf has increase the effectiveness o f vertical
Sidelighting. Light shelves are horizontal flns above the eye level and below the ceiling,
often protruding both inside and outside o f the glazing (Lamb 91). Light shelves help
distribute light more evenly and deeper into the space away from the window. It also can
be used to help prevent glare, especially near the windows. When the light shelf extends
beyond the exterior surface o f the glazing on sunny exposures, it can help shade the view
glazing and even the distribution o f light throughout the space (Brown 140). Brown has
suggested some considerations for designing the optimum size of light shelves. Light
shelves should be as low as possible without interfering w ith the lower portion o f the
window. This allows more light to reflect off the top o f the shelves and penetrate deeper
into the space. To reduce solar gains, light shelves should extend beyond the building far
enough to shade the view glazing from direct sunlight. To block the view o f the bright
sky, and reduce glare, they should extend inside the building (Brown 140).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

From the data supporting the use o f both energy-conservation and passive solar
design strategies we can usually say that the best results in energy reduction are a result
o f the two strategies used in conjunction with each other. This supports Balcomb's
findings in which he says "it is usually true that a mix o f conservation and passive solar
strategies will produce the maximum energy savings for a given initial investm ent This
allows both energy conservation and passive solar to work in their most cost-effective
range (Halcomb 1983 15).
This study reviewed a large variety o f building types o f different sizes. These
projects were dispersed across the country in every climate region. All these buildings
can be considered successful energy reducing buildings while maintaining user comfort
levels and function. This would lead us to say that passive solar strategies can save
significant amounts o f energy in a variefy o f commercial building types and in all climate
regions when passive design decisions about primary building energy costs and climate
factors are studied.
The patterns that have emerged show that passive and climate responsive
technology can generally lead to substantially lower utility costs and higher energy
savings. These findings tend to support the hypothesis stated in chapter 1. Although not
enough buildings where studied to provide sufGcient data to make any conclusive results,
the trends show that it is possible to construct passive and low energy buildings at little or
no increased cost. M ost o f the projects fall into the range o f zero to ten percent increase
93
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over a typical building. The M t Airy public library in ML Airy North Carolina Cost
$88/sq. f t compared to $79/sq. f t for a similar conventional public library o f similar
construction. But those numbers can be misleading since ML Airy is not o f typical
quality o f most public libraries. For a more meaningful comparison four innovative
libraries where examined as a potentially more valid comparison. These four libraries are
o f superior qualify, "non-conventional" buildings that are more similar to the Mt. Airy
library in that they are constructed o f concrete and/or steel and have unusual structural,
design and finish characteristics (Burt etal 81). The range o f these libraries are from
$54/sq. f t to $138/sq.ft and a average o f $96/sq. f t. Although these four buildings are
too small of a sample for a valid statistical comparison the range o f costs suggests that
$88/sq. f t is well within the reasonable range for a high-quality innovative library (Burt
et al 81). The Johnson Controls Branch Offices in Salt Lake City is similarly well within
range o f a similar building in a similar location. This office/warehouse building was 25%
less than the highest average construction cost and 50% higher than the lowest average
cost in 1982 (Burt et al 104).
Many o f the case studies provided information on the design process. Usually an
analysis was done to determine its energy characteristics such as energy loads,
consumption and cost. Sometimes initial concepts were redesigned to better address the
real energy problem instead o f their intuitive idea. A lessons learned from the design
process was that commercial building energy use is not always intuitive. When energy
loads and consumption are not analyzed inappropriate energy saving concepts will likely
be chosen (Balcomb 386).
An important strategy that should be considered for every project is a tight wellinsulated envelope with high-efficiency HVAC systems and low voltage lighting. This
has been proven to be reliable and a cost effective technique that can be a starting point
for every energy conserving design project (Balcomb 386).
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Daylighting was shown to be an effective energy-saving strategy. Tables 3 and 4
showed that daylighting techniques are ju st as wide spread as conservation techniques
and has become a common strategy that is both effective and economical (Balcomb
386). M Holtz stated that W ien the reduction in cooling load is considered, daylighting
will become the single most important energy-saving and architectural concept (Balcomb
386). Cooling loads can be decreased when natural daylighting is used in place o f
artificial lighting. This is because daylight has high luminous efGcacy, which means it
can provide a given amount o f light to a space with less heat than would be normally
produce by fluorescent fixtures (Burt et al 95). Caution m ust be taken so that too much
daylight is not allowed into a space thus increasing the heating loads. Some buildings
like the Johnson Controls ofBce over-daylight the offices which caused a m odest increase
in cooling loads (Burt et al 95).
Distribution o f data illustrated in tables 1 and 5 indicated no particular pattern o f
climate, building type, or energy saving strategy that characterized the best or worst
performers. The Blake Avenue College Center in Colorado and the Securify State Bank
of Minnesota were both located in cold climates and performed as well as those in
sunnier, more moderate climates
(Burt et al 44). There did not appear to be any particular strategy that would provide
greater energy savings than another. Strategies aimed primarily at reducing heating,
cooling or lighting energy loads are distributed evenly across the range for improved
energy use. The most important strategy is identifying the energy problem early so that
the right energy -saving concepts will be chosen at the beginning o f the project
The twenty-four case studies supported the hypotheses stated earlier, while
providing some additional insights into the design process. In general the case study
projects had several common features that made them successful. Design integration o f
passive solar and energy conservation strategies were found in all o f the building projects.
All o f the buildings displayed significant energy savings as the result o f passive solar
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design. Initial construction costs o f new energy efficient buildings were comparable, and
in many some cases below conventional buildings. And finally the initial design process
was characterized by an analysis o f energy loads, consumption and cost to find the
predominant "Energy Problem".
In summary, the twenty-four case studies o f exemplary passive solar buildings
provided an insightful overview o f key energy design features, cost and performance
data, and variations in the buildings design and development process.
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PROGRAM

Project Introduction
The State Office Building brings together 30 different State Agencies currently
scattered across the Las Vegas Valley. This project will establish a State Office Building
in Las Vegas identifying a formal State presence in Southern Nevada. The project
provides a central location for servicing the General Public and inter-departmental
activities. With the addition o f the State Office Building, the Las Vegas downtown area
becomes the governmental center o f the cify bringing all levels o f government in close
proximity to the downtown business district Establishing the State Office Building in the
downtown area will also be instrumental in the furthering the goals o f the Downtown Las
Vegas Redevelopment Agency by bringing more business to the area that will contribute
to the downtown economy and development.
The space requirements and room descriptions where obtained from programming
interviews with agency representatives in the state government. This information
gathering process was conducted by other parties, and for the purpose o f this project will
be used as a guide for preparing a complete program for the purpose o f the thesis design
project. Additionally guidelines and concepts o f the Downtown Las Vegas
Redevelopment Agency are incorporated in the overall program design concept The
program identifies each space within a department and describes its purpose, size and
design goals.
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GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING
Las Vegas is situated near the center o f a broad desert valley, which is almost
surrounded by mountains ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 feet higher than the floor o f the
valley. The Vegas Valley, comprising about 600 square miles, runs from northwest to
southeast, and slopes gradually upward on each side toward the surrounding mountains.
Weather observations are taken at McCarren Airport, 7 miles south o f downtown Las
Vegas, and about 5 miles southwest and 300 feet higher than the lower portions of the
valley. Since mountains encircle the valley, drainage winds are usually down slope
toward the center, or lowest portion o f the valley. This condition also affects minimum
temperatures, which in lower portions o f the valley can be from 15 to 25 degrees colder
than recorded at the airport on clear, calm nights.
The Sierra Nevada Mountains o f California and the Spring Mountains
immediately west o f the Vegas Valley, the latter rising to elevations over 10,000 feet
above the valley floor act as effective barriers to moisture moving eastward from the
Pacific Ocean. It is mainly these barriers that result in a minimum o f dark overcast and
rainy days. Rainy days average less than one in June to three per month in the winter
months. Snow rarely falls in this valley and it usually meets as it falls, or shortly
thereafter. Notable exceptions have occurred

SITE DESCRIPTION
The 5.96 acre downtown Las Vegas Site is bordered by Bridger Avenue on the
north. Las Vegas Boulevard on the west, Clark Avenue on the south, and Sixth Street on
the east, (see figure 34, 35). The site for the proposed State Office Building project is
located in the Downtown Las Vegas Redevelopment Area. Located within the general
vicinity o f the site is the Downtown Freemont Street corridor, along with the Clark
County Court House, the Las Vegas Municipal Courts and the Foley Federal Building
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which itself houses the Federal Courts. The Site is currently zoned limited and general
commercial, and designated as tourist commercial by the Las Vegas Downtown
Redevelopment Plan.
Parking is a m ajor concern for the downtown area due to the density o f the area
and lack o f open space. It is therefor important to provide adequate parking for the State
Office Building employees as well as visitors and the general public. The number o f
parking spaces required and the space available on site dictates that a multi-level parking
structure will be needed. This program will include a parking and space requirements.
Visitor parking varies depending on scheduled hearings, conferences and weekend and
after hours community events. Employee and visitor parking is intended to be separated.
A secure area will be designated for employee and governmental vehicles. Also included
is a secure loading area for the governor.
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Figure 35 Vicinity Map O f Project Site
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m.

Figure 36 Detailed Vicinity Map Of Project Site Downtpwn Las Vegas
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CLIMATE
The four seasons are well defined. Summers display desert conditions with
maximum temperatures usually in the 100 degree range. The proximity o f the mountains
contributes to the relatively cool summer nights, with the majority o f m in i m u m
temperatures in the mid 70’s. During about two weeks almost every summer, warm
moist air predominates in this area, and causes scattered thunderstorms, occasionally
quite severe, together with higher than average humidity. Soil erosion, especially near
the m o u n t a in s and foothills surrounding the valley, is evidence o f the intensity o f some o f
the thunderstorm activity. Winters, on the whole are mild and pleasant. Daytime
temperatures average near 60 degrees with mostly clear skies. The spring and fall
seasons are generally considered most ideal, although rather sharp temperature changes
can occur during these months. There are very few days during the spring and fall
months when outdoor activates are affected in any degree by the weather. Strong winds,
associated with major storms, usually reach this valley from the southwest or through the
pass from the northwest. Winds over 50 mph are infrequent but, when they do occur, are
probably the most provoking o f the elements experienced in the Vegas Valley because of
the blowing dust and sand associated with them. Based on the 1951-1980 period, the
average first occurrence o f 32 degrees Fahrenheit in the fall is November 21 and last
occurrence is March 7 (see figure 37).
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BASIC CLIMATIC CONDITION
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Figure 37 Las Vegas Climate Data. Source: Moore
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GOALS
The design concept for the project should serve to strengthen the linkage between
the strip and downtown by providing an a appropriate transition between the automobile
oriented scale o f the strip and the more intensive pedestrian ambiance o f downtown. The
new State Ofhce Building and adjoining site should exhibit an architectural character that
is consistent with Las Vegas Boulevard’s role as the route most frequently used by
visitors traveling between the strip and downtown. Some goals and design principles that
are recommended include the following:

The quality o f the building materials should be rich and substantial such that
quality and permanence is achieved as well as civic pride.
Provide open space on the site for employee lunchtime use as well as public
events, thus being accessible during the entire week for day and evening hours.
The open space should be designed with a park and/or urban plaza setting with
appropriate landscaping materials and amenities creating a successful people
place.

Landscaping along Las Vegas Blvd. should consist o f continuous Mexican fan
palms in accordance with the Las Vegas Blvd. Urban Design Pl.an

The use o f canopies/awnings, vegetation and transitional bufrering areas to bufrer
winds and provide shade is encouraged. Landscaped areas should also be used to
screen parking areas from the street and building views.
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ENERGY GOALS
One o f the main goals o f this project is to design an energy efGcient building that
utilizes integrated passive solar design concepts and energy efGcient design strategies
into the overall building plan and concept The Passive and energy conservation systems
should not compromise the main objectives o f the building; to provide an environment
that will foster the efGciency o f the business conducted, or comfort o f those inside. The
following are some o f the specific energy goals:

Energy consumption for artificial lighting can be reduced by maximizing
daylighting, and by proper orientation, fenestration or exterior design including
proper shading. These measures should also be utilized to minimize unwanted
solar gain during the summer months.
Building materials and colors should be used that w ill reduce heat radiation and
absorption.
Low summer humidity in the Las Vegas area makes a single-stage and two-stage
evaporative cooling feasible.
High mass floors and wall system acts as a sponge to soak up heat generated
inside the building by lights, machines and people. Cool night time air is then
used to flush out the imwanted heat.
Heat recovery systems will recover extra or unwanted solar gain in winter and
store it for use in other areas or time o f day.
Sun shading and daylighting maximize the use o f shaded south light and north
light with minimal east and west facing windows protected by reflective glass.
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21.

Energy
Conservation

There are two general ways to lead to energyefficient buildings; («I keep heated area to a
minimum by making use o f conditioned, but
non heated, outside space such as exterior cor
ridors; and (bl keep heat-flow to a minimum
with insulation, correct orientation to sun and
wind, compactness, sun controls, wind controls
and reflective surfaces.

22.

Environmental
Controls

W hat co n trols for air temperature, light and
sound will be required to provide for peo p le
com fort inside and outside th e building? Look
to th e c lim a te and su n a n g le a n a ly sis fo r
answ ers.
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"W'imer solar gains are recovered and stored for use in
other areas"

Figure 38 Energy Goals Concepts
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b r ig h t

«nyotiK

WE-

PHOTOCELL CONTROL
DIMS OR SWITCHES
UGHT TO SAVX
ENERGY

SUNLIT
EXTERIOR
DIFFUSE
DAVUGHTLNG
IN TO 15 FEET
FROM WINDOW

"Diffuse daylighiing uses sunlit exterior to bring light
inside. Photocell reduces electric lighting energy use
whenever daylighting is effective."

F igure 39 Energy And Daylighting Concepts
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
FUNCTION
There are 22 separate state agencies and departments that will be co-located in the
same building site, the design must strive to create departmental identity while

providing clear circulation and way of finding organization for more efficient
interaction and communication for both employees and the public.
Since the office is accessible to the general public during working hours and after
hours to employees, and because high ranking government officials will maintain offices
in the building, the design should resolve the inherent security requirements.
Because the general public, employees, and government official will each have
unique circulation requirements, the design should clear^ separate conflicting

circulation patterns for building interior as well as parking.

Form
The State Office Building houses state government agencies and is a symbol and
reresentation o f state government and the state o f Nevada. The design should convey an

approriate and distinguished civic image.
Because it is a government building designed to serve the people it govern over,

the design should portray a sense of openness. A strong formal entry should clearly
define the entry point while symbolizing the openness and accessibility of
government.
The building form should be conducive to energy conservation principles allowing
for natural daylighting and control of solar heat gain.
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ECONOMY

Energy saving feeatnres must result in reduced energy consumption without
adding to the overall operating cost of the building.
A moderate to high q uali^ budget for construction should lead to a wise choice of

quality materials and systems that reinforce the image of the state government.

TIME

The flexibility of sapces to accommodate change and growth of departments
must be considered: thus the proper use o f the open office area must respond to these
needs.
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ARCHITECTXJRAL PROGRAM SUMMARY
AgfllCy
100
200
300
400
500
600
610
620
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2210
2220
3000
4000

Office of the Governor
Office of The Lt. Gov.
Office of The Attorney General
Sec. of State, Securities Division
Legislative Council Bureau
Department o f Admmistratioo,
Hearings & Appeals Division
Victims o f Crime
Commission on Economic Development
Department o f Personal
Department o f Taxation
Athletic Commission
Colorado River Commission
Dairy Commission
Labor Commission
Public Service Commission
Employee M gt Relations Brd.
Gaming Control Board, (common areas)
Administration Division
Audit Division
Electronic Services Division
Enforcement Division
Investigation Division
Tax & Licensing Division
Parole Board
State Public Works Board
Attorney for Injured Workers
Department o f Minerals
Commission for Veterans Affairs
Conservation & Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection
Water Resources
Shared Use & Ancillary Areas
SuDDort Use Areas
subtotal
Core/Circulation @ 25%
Subtot

GSE
3,610
1,590
14,335
6,154
11,181
8,990
1,401
3,600
7,236
6,369
1,558
5,697
1,715
3,022
8,249
665
6,900
4,259
8,775
7,039
10,168
5,612
1,149
874
2,646
4,121
1,163
1,184
4,045
2,321
14,484
2.016
162,128 s.f.
40,532 s.f.
202,660 s.f.

Mechanical/Electrical (g) 7%_______________________________ 14.186 S.f.

TOTAL
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SPACE ALLOCATION SUMMARY
100 OfiBce of the Governor
NSF
101
101.1
101.2
101.3
101.4
101.5
subtotal
(1.2NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

103
103.1
103.2
103.3
103.4
103.5
103.6
subtotal
(1.3NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Governor’s office
Exec. Assistant
2 @ 240 S f .
Governor Secretary
Special Assistant
2 @ 192 s.f.
Visiting Office

400
480
288
384
144
1696

2035

Receptionist
Reception Seating
Conference room
Coffee/iCitchen
Copy
Storage

48
400
450
64
150
100
1212

1575

TOTAL GSF
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200 OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
NSF
201
201.1
2012
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

203
203.1
203.2
203.3
203.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Lieutenant Governor
Assistant to the Lt. Gov.

640
144
784

940

Support Areas
Administrative Secretary
FUe Clerk
W aiting Area
Copy/File/Storage______

70
50
150

_24û
500

650

TOTAL GSF
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300 OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
NSF
301
301.1
301.2
301.3
301.4
301.5
301.6
301.7
301.8
subtotal

Enclosed Azeasi
Attorney General
Deputy C hief AtL GeiL
Consumer Advocate
Deputy AtL Generals
40 @ 140 s.f.
Investigators
4 @ 120 s S .
OfBce Manager
CPC/MCA Admin.
Paralegal

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

8736

302
302.1

Open Office Space
Open Office

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

3068

303
303.1
303.2
303.3
303.4
303.5
303.6
303.7
303.8
subtotal
(1.3N SF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

240
200
140
5600
480
140
140
100
7280

2360

Support Areas

Library
Med. Conference Room
Photo Copy Room
File Room
Storage Room
Evidence Room
Mail Sort Room
Secure Waiting

400
480
160
448
200
96
36
127
1947

2531

TOTAL GSF
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400 SECRETARY OF STATE, SECURITIES DIVISION
NSF
401
401.1
401.2
401.3
401.4
401.5
401.6
401.7
401.8
401.9

Enclosed Areas
Secretary o f State
Deputy Sec. o f State
Chief o f Enforcement
Dir. o f Registration & Licences
OfBce Manager
Education & Info. OfBcer
Auditor
3 @ 120 s.f.
Examiner
3 @ 120 s.f.
Senior Investigator
6 @ 140 s.f.

subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

3072

402
402.1

Open Areas
Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1512

403
403.1
403.2
403.3
403.4
403.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

240
240
140
140
120
120
360
360
840
2560

1080

Support A rea.

Conference Room
Work Area 1
Work Area 2
Storage
Reception

384
120
120
392
192
1208

1570

TOTAL GSF
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500 LEGISLATIVE BUREAU
NSF
501
501.1

Office Manager

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

288

502
502.1
502.2
subtotal
(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

503
503.1
503.2
503.3
503.4
503.5
503.6
503.7
503.8
503.9
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Open Office Areas
Secretarial
Receptionist

240

112
51
163

228

Support Azsa&
Reception
Committee Room
Meeting Room
Conference Rooms
$ @ 200 s.f.
Library/Workroom
Toilet Rooms
Copy/Fax Room
A/V Storage
General Storage

256
2520
2600
800
1000
200
160
480
288
8304

10795

TOTAL GSF
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600 DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
610 HEARING & APPEALS DIVISION
NSF
611
611.1
611.2
611.3
611.4
611.5
611.6
611.7
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet
612
612.1
612.2
subtotal
(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet
613
613.1
613.2
613.3
613.4

Enclosed Areas
Department director (P.T.)
Sr. Appeals Officer
Sr. Appeals Courtroom
Appeals Officer
Appeals Courtroom
4 @ 364 s.f.
Hearing Room/Office
6 @ 240 s.f.
Office Manager

200
200
200
560
1456
1440
180
4235

5082
Open Office Areas
Receptionist
Open Office Area _

190
1010
1200

1680
Support Area.

Appeals Waiting Room
Hearing Waiting Area
Children's Waiting Area
Counsel Rooms
4 @ 64 s.f.

CONT...
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610 HEARING & APPEALS DIVISION CONT..
613.5
613.6
613.7
613.8
613.9

Library/Conference
Tape/File Server
Mailing Room
File Room
Storage/Copy

subtotal

450
30
154
300
160
1714

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

2228
8990

TOTAL GSF

VICTIMS OF CRIM E
NSF

621
621.1
621.2

Enclosed Areas
Director (Comp Officer)
Compensation Officer

subtotal

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

288

623
623.1
623.2
623.3
623.4
623.5

Reception Area
Files/Copy/Supply
Copier Supplies
Dead File Storage
Conference Room

120
120
240

Support Areas

subtotal

112
120
100
100
144
576

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

748

TOTAL GSF
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700 COMMISSION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
NSF
701
701.1

mi
701.3
701.4
701.5
701.6
701.7
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

702
702.1
(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet
703
703.1
703.2
703.3
703.4
703.5
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Motion Picture Director
Int'l Sr. assoc. Director
2 @ 140 ST .
Small Bus. Chief
Procurement Director
2 @ 140 S.F.
Assit. Director (film)
2 @ 100 S.F.
Assoc. Small Bus.
Permit Specialist

192
280
140
280
200
100
140
1332

1598

Open Office Areas
Open Office

450

630
Support Area,^

256
160
280
240
120
1056

Conference Room
Library
Storage
Reception
Break Room/Pren
*
1372

TOTAL GSF
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800 DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL
NSF
801
801.1
801.2
801.3
801.4
801.5
801.6
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
Regional Manager
Supervisor Personnel Analyst
Principal Personnel Analyst
3 @ 140 S f ,
Senior Personnel Analyst
2 @ 140 S.F.
E.E.O. Officer
E.A.P Counsellor

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1584

802
802.1

Open Office Area
Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1330

803
803.1
803.2
803.3
803.4
803.5
803.6
803.7
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Support Areas
Reception/Waiting
File Room
Copier/Mail Room
Supply Storage
Testing Room
Training Room
Conference Room

200
140
420
240
140
____ -L40
1320

950

320
192
154
300
1000
975
384
3325

4322

TOTAL GSF
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900 DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION
NSF
901
901.1
901.2
902.3
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
Supv. Audit
Tax Admin. II
Tax Admin HI

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

504

902
902.1

Open Office Areas
Open office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

4090

903
903.1
903.2
903.3
903.4
903.5
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Conference Room
Reception Counter
Form Fill out Room
Supply Room
Copy/Printer . ..................

140
140
140
420

2922

400
216
150
300
3(10
1366

1775

TOTAL GSF
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1000 Athletic Commission
NSF
1001
1001.1
1001.2
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1003
1003.1
1003.2
1003.3
1003.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Executive Director
Office Manager

192
192
384

461

Support Areas
Reception/Waiting
File/Copy/Room
Storage Room
Conference/Hearing

192
152
100
400
844

1097

TOTAL GSF
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1100 COLORADO RIVER COMMISSION
NSF
1101
1101.1
1101.2
1101.3
1101.4
1101.5
1101.6
1101.7
1101.8
subtotal
(1.2NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1102
1102.1
subtotal
(1.4NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet
1103
1103.1
1103.2
1103.3
1103.4
1103.5
1103.6
1103.7
subtotal
(1.3 NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Director
Deputy Director
Chief Financial Manager
Chief Engineer
Chief Power Mktg. Admin.
Management A ssist IV
Water Resource Eng.
3 @ 100 S.F.
Power Mkt. Admin.

240
192
192
192
192
90
300
100
1498

1798

Open Office Areas
Open Office

850
850

1190
Support Areas
Reception/Waiting
Store Room
Copy/Store
Library
File Area
Conference Room
Conference Room

200
150
200
250
400
384
500
2084

2709

TOTAL GSF
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1200 DAIRY COMMISSION
NSF
1201
1201.1
1201.2
1201.3

Enclosed Areas
Area Supervisor
Auditors/Account.
3 @ 120 S.F.
Field Investigators
2@ 140S.F.

subtotal
(1.2NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1203
1203.1
1203.2
1203.3
1203.4
1203.5
subtotal
(1.3 NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

200
360
280
840

1008

Reception/Waiting
Common Computer
Workroom
Copy/Sort Area
Secure File Storage

192
36
156
80
80
544

707

TOTAL GSF
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1300 LABOR COMMISSION
NSF
1301
1301.1
1301.2
1301.3
1301.4
subtotal
(1.2NSF-GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1302
1302.1
subtotal
(1.4NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1303
1303.1
1303.2
1303.3
1303.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Deputy Labor Commissioner
Supervising Investigator
Investigator
3 @ 120 S.F.
Auditor

168
140
360
140
808

969

OpenQffice. Areas
Open Office

315
315

441

Support Areas
Hearing Room/Conf.
Reception Counter/Wait
File Area
Copv Area

320
680
160
80
1240

1612

TOTAL GSF
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1400 PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
NSF
1401
1401.P
1401.1P
140L2P
1401.3P
1401.4P
1401.5P
1401.6P
1401.TP
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
Policy
Commissioner
Chairman
Commissioner A ssist
A ssit Gen. Counsel
Utilities Operations 7
Management A ssist XU
Visiting Commissioner

1401.R
1401.1R
1401.2R
1401.3R
1401.4R
1401.5R
1401.6R
1401.7R
1401.8R
1401.9R
1401.0R
subtotal

Regulatory Operations
Senior Auditor
Auditor
Consumer Manager
Consumer Representative
A ssist Staff Counsel
Systems Supervisor
Transportation Auditor
Chief Transp. Inspector
Visiting Manager
Visiting Staff

140
200
100
200
100
140
100
100
100
100
1280
2670

total
(1.2NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

400
140
280
200
200
70
100
1390

3204
NSF

1402
1402.P
1402. IP
1402.R
1402.1R
total

Open Areas
Policy
Open Office
Regulatorv Operations
Open Office

13.5
899
1034

CONT...
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1400 PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION C ont.
(1.4NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1447

1403
1403.P
1403.1P
1403.2P
1403.3P
subtotal

Support Areas
Policy

1403.R
1403.1R
1403.2R
1403.3R
1403.4R
subtotal

Regulatorv Operations
Large Hearing Room
Small Hearing Room
Supply/Fax/Copy
Reception

Conference Room
Supply/Fax/Copy
Reception

1280
512
240
150
2182

2768

total
(1.3NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

256
180
150
586

3598

TOTAL GSF
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1500 LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE
MANAGEMENT RELATIONS BOARD (EMRB)
NSF
1501
1501.1
1501.2
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
Commissioner
Rnard Secretarv

(1.2NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

470

1503
1503.1

Support Areas
File Storage

(1.3 NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

195

TOTAL GSF
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392

150
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1600 GAMING CONTROL BOARD (GM Q
NSF
1600.C
1600.1C
1600.2C
1600.3C
1600.4C
1600.5C
1600.6C
1600.7C
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

GMC Common.Supp9rt Areas
Central Reception
Board Hearing Room
Waiting (Hearing)
Central File Room
Shredder Room
Copy Room
3 @ 140 s.f.
Coffee/Break Room

350
3168
250
900
100
420
130
5308

6900

1610 GMC ADMINISTRATION DIVISION
NSF
1611
1611.1
1611.2
1611.3
1611.4
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
Executive Director
Board Member
2 @ 300 s.f.
Management Analyst
Management Trainee

(1.2NSF=GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1416

1612
1612.1

Open O ffice Area

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

722

300
600
140
140
1180

Open Office Areas
516

Cont..
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GMC ADMINISTRATION DIVISION Cont.
NSF
1613
1613.1
1613.2
1613.3
1613.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Support Areas.
Reception
Workroom
Conference Room
Photo ID

170
160
968
64
1362

2121

TOTAL GSF
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1620 GCB AUDIT DIVISION
NSF
1621
1621.1
1621.2
1621.3
1621.4
1621.5
1621.6
subtotal

FncloseH Areas
Chief
Deputy Chief
2 @ 140 s.f.
Senior Agent
10 @ 100
Supervisor
3 @ 140 s.f.
Word Processing Sup.
R & D Agents Office

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

2688

1622
1622.1

Open Office Areas
Open Office______

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

408*

1623
1623.1
1623.2
1623.3
1623.4
1623.5
1623.6
1623.7
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

SupporLAreas
Conference Room
File Room
R&DLab
Special Projects
Word Processing
Agents Terminals
6A Office

200
280
1000
420
100
240
2240

384
530
144
144
96
96
144
1538

1999

TOTAL GSF
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1630 GCB ELECTRONIC SERVICES DIVISION
NSF
1631
1631.1
1631.2
1631.3
1631.4
1631.5
1613.6
subtotal

Enclosed Office Areas
Chief
Tech. Serv. Mgr.
Prog. Supv.
Sr. Sys. Prog.
Elec. Lab Mgr.
Sr. Proj. Analyst

(1 2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1022

1632
1632.1

Open. Office Areas
Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1022

1633
1633.1
1633.2
1633.3
1633.4
1633.5
1633.6
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Reception Area
Computer Room
Electronic Lab
Common PC Station
Conference Room
Storage/File

192
140
140
140
140
100
852

730

150
1500
1800
36
256
100
3842

4995

TOTAL GSF
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1640 GCB ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
NSF
1641
1641.1
1641.2

Enclosed Area
Chief o f Division
Deputy Chief

1641.3
1641.4
1641.5
1641.6

Administrative Super.
Operating Super.
Criminal Supervisor
Regulatory Supervisor

2 @140

subtotal

200
280
100
100
100
100
880

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1056

1642
1642.1

Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

4562

1643
1643.1
1643.2
1643.3
1643.4
1643.5
1643.6
1643.7
1643.8
1643.9
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Open. Office.Areas
3259

Support Areas
Evidence Vault
File Room
Training
Gun Storage/Service
Field Equipment
Interview Room
3 @ 100 s.f.
Reception Area
Communications Area
Storace/Sunnlies

900
650
750
250
250
300
180

100
120
3500

4550

TOTAL GSF
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1650 GCB INVESTIGATION DIVISION
NSF
1651
1651.1
1651.2
1651.3

Enclosed Areas
Chief
Deputy Chief
Supervisor

2 @140
subtotal

192
140
280
612

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

734

1652
1652.1

Open Office Areas
Open Office

2477

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

3468

1653
1653.1
1653.2
1653.3
1653.4
1653.5
1653.6
1653.7

Support Areas
Reception
Storage Room
Computer Room
Conference Room
Copy/Fax
Microfiche Reader
Chief Conf. Room

subtotal

150
200
175
256
80
80
144
1085

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1410

TOTAL GSF
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1660 GCB TAXATION AND LICENSE DIVISION
NSF
1661
1661.1
1661.2
1661.3
subtotal
(1.2NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1663
1663.1
1663.2
1663.3
1663.4
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Financial Analyst
Agent Room
2 @ 140 s.f.
Conference Room

140
280
240
660

792

Reception
Forms Review
Supply/Copy
PC Work Station

,

.

120
30
80
45
275

357

TOTAL GSF
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1700 PAROLE BOARD
NSF
1701
1701.1
1701.2
1701.3
subtotal

Commissioners Office
2 @ 140 s.f.
Clerical/Reception
Workroom__________

280
200

J4a
620

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

744

1703
1703.1

File/Storage

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

130

TOTAL GSF
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1800 STATE PUBLIC WORKS BOARD
NSF
1801
1801.1

Deputy Manager

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

240

1802
1802.1
(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1803
1803.1
1803.2
1803.3
1803.4
1803.5
1803.6
1803.7
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

200

OpenOffic&Aiea
Open office

725

1015

Support Areas
Reception/ Office Mgr.
Drafting Plan Review
Shower/Toilet Room
Copy/Sort
File Room
Storage Room
Conference Room

200
140
70
120
144
12
384
1070

1391

TOTAL GSF
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1900 ATTORNEY FOR INJURED WORKERS
NSF
1901
1901.1
1901.2
1901.3

Enclosed Areas
Director
Supervising Attorney
Attorney
7 @ 140 s.f.

subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1632

1902
1902.1

Open Office Areas
Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

742

1903
1903.1
1903.2
1903.3
1903.4
1903.5
1903.6
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Support Areas
Conference Room
Interviewing Office
Library
File Storage Area
Waiting Area
Copyffitorage____

240
140
980
1360

530

384
100
180
210
250
220
1344

1747

TOTAL GSF
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2000 DEPARTMENT OF MDfERALS
NSF
2001
2001.1
2001.2
2001.3
2001.4
subtotal
(1.2NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

2003
2003.1
2003.2
2003.3
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Chief
Admin. Aide I
Visitors OfiBce
Engineer

140
60
140
140
480

576

Support Areas
Conference Room
File/Copy/Library
Reception Waiting

256
100
96
452

587

TOTAL GSF
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2100 COMMISSIONS FOR VETERANS AFFAIRS
NSF
2101
2101.1
2101.2
2101.3
2001.4
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

2102
2102.1
2102.2
2102.3
subtotal
(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Enclosed Areas
Deputy^ Commissioner
Claims Representative
Service Representative
Files/Copy/Storage

200
140
140
150
630

756

Open .Office Areas.
Reception/Secretary
Waiting Area
Intern Stations

130
120
56
306

428

TOTAL GSF
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2200 CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
2210 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
NSF
2211
2211.1
2211.2
2211.3
2211.4
2211.5
2211.6
2211.7
subtotal

Enclosed Areas
EE rV - Office Mgr.
EE m - Super^ln Dsn Rvw
ESM III - Super, RCRA Closures
EMS i n - Illegal Discharges
EE in - Super, Waste wtr. Subdiv.
EMS in - Super, Hazardous Waste
EE III - Supr. AB-641 Program

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1238

2212
2212.1

Onen Office Areas
Open Office

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

2430

2213
2213.1
2213.2
2213.3
subtotal
(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Support Areas
Storage
File/Copy
Computer Printer

192
140
140
140
140
140
140
1032

1736

150
120
20
290

377

TOTAL GSF
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2220 WATER RESOURCES
NSF
2221
2221.1
2221.2
2221.3
2221.4

Enclnwd Areuft
Chief Engineer
Hydraulics Engr.
Hydrologist
Well Supervisor

subtotal

200
140
140
140
760

(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

912

NSF

2222
2222.1

Ûpen-Qffîce Areas.
Open Office

216

(1.4 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

302

2223
2223.1
2223.2
2223.3
2223.4

Support Areas
File Room
Storage Room
Copy/Fax Room
Counter

subtotal

440
192
100
120
852

(1.3 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

1107

TOTAL GSF
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3000 SHARED USE AND ANCILLARY AREAS

3010
3020
3030
3031
3040
3041
3042
3050
3060
3070
3080
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Lobby for 200
B u il^ g Security (lobby)
Front Vestibule
Rear Vestibule
Hearing Room for 120
Hearing Room for 30
Hearing Room for 20
Conference Room for 16
2 @ 450 s.f.
Cafeteria/Kitchen
Employee Lounge
CpmputerRoom (CPU.S)_______

NSF
2000
150
200
120
2112
888
700
900
3700
500
________ 800
12070

14484

4000 SUPPORT USE AREAS
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
subtotal
(1.2 NSF = GSF)
Gross Square Feet

Telephone Room
Truck dock
Receiving Office
Receiving Room
Trash Bins/Docks
Furniture Storage
Maintenance Shop

200
500
80
150
400
150
jm

1680

2016
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5000 PARKING STRUCTURE
5000.1

Parking Structure for 1,045 cars

SPACES REQUIRED
Employee________________ ûfiYÜ__________ YisitûE___________l û M
627

95

323

1045

Assuming 325 s.f. per parking space, total area dedicated for parking, 10 acres.
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Cost Estimate Analysis
Building Costs

216,840 s.f. at $95.00/s.f.

= 20,600,370

Fixed Equipment

(8% o f Building Cost)

= 1,648,029

Site Development

(15% o f Building Costs)

= 3.090.055

Total Construction

$25,338,455

Site Acquisition/Demolition

$750,000

Moveable Equipment (8% o f Building Cost)

1,648,029

Professional Fees

(6% o f total construction)

1,236,022

Contingencies

( 10% o f total construction)

2,060,037

Administrative Costs (1% o f Total construction)

206,003

Total Budget Required
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NEVADA STATE GOVERNMENT CENTER
LAS VEGAS

PROJECT STATEMENT
This State Office Building for Las Vegas houses 30 different state agencies in one
government center. This building is designed to take advantage o f and protect from Las
Vegas’ climate. Passive solar, and energy efficient strategies were the basis o f the design
concept as well as accessibility^ to government The building has been broken down into
several smaller buildings for both natural daylighting and ease o f access to the different
government agencies. The building's have all been oriented towards the north and south
axis, as the downtown street grid does not line up north south. This allows for favorable
access and protection from the sun. East and west facing windows are m i n i m a l while the
north and south facades are open for daylighting. The site layout provides a pleasant and
dramatic plaza and entry sequence to the building strengthening the Las Vegas Blvd.
Downtown corridor and central business district
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P A S S IV E S O L A R STRA TBCU BS
SOLAR ORIENTATION

__I

SOjrveiN EXPOSUFE
Gfno s

■n-e o o w N T O w N
n o t a u o e d w ith t f u e n o r t h s o t o m a x m z e t v e s o l a r b p o s lir e f o r
DATLK3HTING T I E BUIIOINGS ARE RO TH3 2 0 D E O RB Ea T H S O R lB rT A TtO N ALSO PROTECTS FROM T I E
HASH EA ST & W EST EXPOSURES. ALL O F TVC & A Z IN G IS LO C A 1H 3 ON H E NORTH AM) SOUTH FACES
O F TTE BUIOING. T IE E A ST A i d W EST S O E S O F T I E BUILDING HAVE NO 3 J I 2 I N G A id ARE BLFFEREO
BY s t a i r T O W S B A i d CnCULATTON SPA CE.

DAYLIGHTING

ALOENT,
UGHT

T I E NARROW f l o o r PLAN A i d EXTENSIVE NORTH! SO UTH GLAZING PLA CES M OST WORK SPA CE NEAR
LIGHT HH3LCING TTE N E D F O R ARTIFICIAL UO TTING AND C O O L N G CLERESTORY T0PLK3HTING
P R O V O eS LIGHT TO T I E INTERIOR ATRIUM C O LRT AND A IE E N T UG HT T O T I E OFFICE SPA CES WITHIN.
NATURAL UGHTING R S X C E S lE A T FROM ARTTFICAIL LIGHTING T H J S R B X C IN G T TE CO OLN G LOADS.
natural
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P A S S IV E ! 8 0 L Æ R

S T R ^ X E S O -IS S

NIGHT AIR COOLING

HOT

TK ekM LM A SS
CO CL n i g h t A R fi

Tt-E C O C f E T E S T P U C T U E S Y S T B I ACTS AS A SPONGE TO SOAK UP Æ A T GE Æ R A TH 3 INSCE ThE
S U m iN G BY LiG-fTS. M A C H IE S AM) PEOPLE COOL N IG fT AIR IS USED T O FBEXJCE T PE T B R S U T L f E
OP TPE C O N C FETE FLOOR M ASS AND COOL TVE BU IO IN S FOR M X H O F T TE FOLLOWING DAY. aT
NK3HT C O O L AIR S U S E ) T O FLUSH OUT rE A T FROM TTE BUILDING THAT IS C O lL E C T H ) IN TTE ATRILM

SHADING & DAYLIGHTING CONTROL FACTORS

THE c o u r t y a r d GEONETRY rC F C A S E S TTE G L A ZE) BULOMG F S W iE T E H ALLOWING NATURAL UGHT
TO H lO E fi PERCENTAGE O F TTE BUtOlNG. TTE 8ULDINGS SIEPPfcU FLOOR LEVELS PR OTEC T TTE
W M XIW S FROM TTE IN T 0 S E S U M E R SUN BY SHADING ITSELF WHILE STILL ALLOWING DIRECT LIGHT
TO FEACH TTE LIGHT 9 -G .V E S . EVEN AT MO S U M E R TTE S T E P P S ) COTflGURATTON ALSO ALOWS
HET lfcR EXPOSURE ON TTE NORTH SIDE FOR AAEIENT LIGHT. EACH BULOW G IS R A iS H ) SLIGHTLY
ABOVE TTE O T TER ALLOWING TTE LOW WINTER SUN TO fE C H TTE BOTTOM FLO OR S AT M O VTINTGL
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GLOSSARY
Active system - solar heating or cooling systems that requires external mechanical power
to transfer thermal energy.
Berm - mound of earth positioned against a house wall either to stabilize the building's
inside temperature or to deflect the wind firom the house.
Btu (British Therm al Unit) - the quantity o f heat needed to raise the temperature o f one
pound o f water one degree Fahrenheit.
Clerestory - an outside wall o f a room or building that rises above an adjoining roof and
contains windows.
Coefficient o f heat transmission OJ-Vaiue) - the rate o f heat flow in Btu per hour
through a square foot o f wall or other building surface when the difference
between the indoor and outdoor air temperatures is 1 degree Fahrenheit
Commercial Buildings - buildings whose principal activity is nonresidential, and
nonagricultural. commercial buildings include, but are not limited to, stores,
offices, schools, churches, gymnasiums, libraries, museums, hospitals, clinics,
warehouses, and jails, government buildings are included except buildings on
military bases or reservations, industrial buildings and farm buildings have been
excluded.
Com puterized Energy M anagement Systems - An Energy Monitoring and Control
System (EMCS) that uses mini/microcomputers, instrumentation, control
equipment, and software to manage a building's use of energy for heating,
ventilation, air conditioning, lighting, and/or business-related processes. These
systems can also manage fire control, safety, and security.
Conduction - The transfer o f heat energy through a material by the motion o f adjacent
atoms and molecules.
Conservation Practices - Measures that owners or occupants o f buildings may initiate
manually or automatically to reduce the amount o f energy consumed by heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) or lighting systems in a building.
Consumption - The amount o f energy used by or delivered to a building during the 365day period o f calendar year.
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Convection - The transfer o f heat energy fiom one location to another by the motion o f
fluids which carry the heat.
Diurnal Tem perature Swing - The swing in temperature that occurs in a day flom
daytime to nighttime. The amount, or degree o f the temperature change is
important for night cooling strategies.
Double-glazed - Covered by two panes o f glass or other transparent material
DOE - U.S. Department o f Energy. Responsible for commercial, institutional, and
industrial solar demonstration programs and for the general coordination o f
federal solar energy research and development
Evaporation - Change o f state from liquid to vapor
Fenestration - Arrangements, proportions, and design o f windows in a building.
Glazing - Windows or solar collector coverplates
H eat Exchanger - A device, such as a coiled copper tube immersed in a tank o f water,
that is used to transfer heat from on fluid to another through an intervening metal
surface.
H eat Sink - Medium or container to which heat flows.
H eat Source - Medium or container from which heat flows.
Insolation - Total amount o f solar radiation incident upon a surface exposed to the sky;
measured in Btu/hr/square f t, in langleys, or in watts per meter square.
InsulatüuL (Thermal) - Material having a relatively high resistance to heat flow, used
principally to retard the flow o f heat.
I ife Cycle Costing - An estimating method in which the long-term costs such as energy
consumption, maintenance, and repair can be included in the comparison o f
several system alternatives.
I.um inance - Measurable brightness emanating from an object.

Nocturnal CooUne (Night Flushing! - cooling o f a building or heat storage device by
the radiation o f heat to the night sky.
R esistance (R value) - A measure o f the tendency o f a material to retard the flow o f heat.
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Retrofitting - The ^plication o f a solar heating or cooling system to an existing
building.
Passive System - Solar heating and/or cooling system which does not rely on mechanical
energy to transfer thermal energy.
Payback Period (Simple) - Time required for the annual net benefits derived from an
investment to pay back the investment.
Rock Storage - A bin, pit, or other container filled with rock which acts as a heat
reservoir for an air-type solar system.
Solar Energy - The radiant energy o f the sun, which can be converted into other forms of
energy, such as heat or electrici^. Solar radiation is most often used in buildings
for space heating and water heating.
Therm al Mass (Thermal Inertia) - Heat storage capacity of a building. A building with a
large mass o f materials with high specific heats has a large thermal inertia, and
will usually change temperatures more slowly than a building with low thermal
mass.
Trom bewail - A thermal storage wall of masonry placed between the solar aperture and
the heated space. Heat is transferred into the space by conduction through the
masonry, and, if vents are provided, by natural convection.
V apor B arrier - A layer of material, impervious to water in the vapor state, used to
prevent condensation of water within insulation.
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